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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This study is about RSS (Real Simple Syndication) and its application in 
libraries. RSS is an XML-based format for content distribution. Webmasters create 
an RSS file containing headlines and description of specific information. The 
technology is similar in concept the traditional Current Awareness Service (CAS) 
and Selective Dissemination of Information service (SDI) offered by the librarian 
of yesteryears. Numbers of RSS feeds available differ significantly firom library to 
library. This is significant in exploring the various possibilities of RSS in libraries. 
Therefore in this case study I have studied what is RSS feeds, and what 
types of RSS tools are available here, the changing trends of information access 
and use through the RSS sources and services, and applications of RSS used in 
libraries. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The methodology used in the study has been discussed with the help of several 
points: 
> Selection of the problem 
> Need and purpose 
> Scope 
> Objectives 
> Methodology 
> Summary and Conclusion 
SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem selected for the present study is entitled "Application of RSS in 
Libraries". The problem deals with the overall assessment of RSS, its tools and its 
applications in libraries. 
NEED AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The main purpose of the study is to focus on the application of RSS in 
libraries, examine its tools and its implications. The need for this study is to learn 
about RSS and RSS tools used for making library services better. Today we live in 
an Information society where information is available regardless of physical 
boundaries, formats, time etc. The revolutionary innovations of internet 
technologies have changed the ways in which people think, communicate and 
search current information quickly. Similarly it is seen that in many libraries better 
services are provided to their patrons using RSS tools. The users can get different 
type of services from libraries at their place, as RSS provide the facility, it can be 
said that the RSS is a mode of distance learning. It is very essential to know about 
the current technologies used by libraries. Thus this study aims at studying the 
changing trends of information access and use through the RSS sources and 
services. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
Rich Site Summary (RSS) is a new technology for distribution of contents. The 
technology is similar in concept to the traditional current awareness service (CAS) 
and selective dissemination of information service (SDI) offered by the librarian of 
yesteryears. Already the technology is used in different sectors including libraries. 
The study was undertaken with the following objectives: 
a) To understand the concept of 'RSS'. 
b) To identify and examine RSS tools and its application available for access to 
information. 
c) Study the application of these tools in the libraries. 
METHODOLOGY 
Stage 1: Literature on the 'RSS' as collected from the web to understand the 
concept of 'RSS' and its uses. 
Stage 2: Involved searching of internet to identify the library web sites which have 
been using RSS. Search engines like 'Google' and 'AltaVista' were used. It has 
been proposed to create a comprehensive list of libraries providing RSS feeds as a 
part of their services. 
Stage 3: The literatures collected are categorized and summarised. 
REFERENCE STYLE 
In this study Harvard Reference Style is used. Following are some examples of 
Harvard Reference Style-
1. JOURNAL ARTICLES 
• Surname, A.N. 
• (year of publication) 
• "Article title" 
• Journal Title 
• Volume number, Issue number (if it exists) 
• Article page numbers. 
Example 
• Baron, R.M. and Kenny, D.A. (1986) "The moderator-mediator 
variable distinction in social psychological research", journal of 
personality and social psychology, vol. 51, pp. 1173-82. 
Guthrie, j . and Parker, L. (1997) "Editorial: Celebration, reflection 
and a fliture: a decade of AAAJ", Accounting, Auditing & 
Accountability Journal, vol.10, no.l, pp.3-8. 
2. ELECTRONIC SOURCEST 
This refers to a source which is only available electronically, and not to sources 
which you may have accessed electronically but which are also available in print 
form, such as an article from an Emerald journal accessed via the web. 
These follow the same convention of referencing as for printed sources, but 
include elements unique to the web: 
• Name 
• (year of publication) 
• "Article title" 
• Available at: full url 
• (accessed date) 
Example 
• Better Business Bureau. (2001) "Third-party assurance boosts online 
purchasing", 
Available at: http"/^bbonline.org/about/press/2001/101701.asp 
(accessed 7 January 2002) 
• Hummingbird. (2002) "Hummingbird corporate website". 
Available at: www.hummingbird.com (accessed 2 January 2002) 
• Leeds Metropolitan University. (2002) "Business Starts-Up@Leeds 
Met", Available at: www.lmu.ac.uk/city/bus_startup.htm 
Pitkow, J. and Kehoel, C. (1997) "GVU's WWW user surveys". 
Available at: www.gvu.gatech.edu. 
3. ELECTRONIC JOURNAL 
• Surname, A.N. 
• (year of publication) 
• "Article title" 
• Journal Title 
• Volume number, Issue number 
• Article page numbers 
• Available at: url 
• (accessed date) 
Example 
• Swaminathan, V, Lepkoswka, White, E. and Rao, B.P. (1999) 
"Browsers or buyers in cyberspace? An investigation of electronic 
factors influencing electronic exchange". Journal of computer-
mediated communication, vol. 5, No. 2, 
Available at: www.ascusc.org/jcmc/vol5/issue2/ 
4. CONFERENCE PAPERS 
Some paper may not be published in journals but may be delivered at a 
conference and then published as part of the proceedings of that conference, in 
which case, use one of the following styles as appropriate. 
Example 
Lodi, E., Veseley, M. and Vigen, J. (2000) "Link managers for grey 
literature", New Frontiers in Grey Literature, Proceeding of the 4'^ 
International Conference on Grey Literature, Washington, DC, 
October 4-5, 1999, GreyNet, Amsterdam, pp.116-34. 
• Naude, P. and Holland, C. (1998) "Marketing in the information 
domain", in Halinen-Kaila, A. and Nummela, N. (Eds), Interaction, 
Relationships and Networks: Visions for the Future, Proceedings of 
the 14"" Annual IMP Conference, pp. 245-62. 
• Stauss, B. and Weinlich, B. (1995) "Process-oriented measurement of 
service quality by applying the sequential incident technique", paper 
presented at the Fifth Workshop on Quality Management in Services, 
EIASM, Tilburg 
• Standvik, T. and Storbacka, K. (1996) "Managing relationship 
quality", paper presented at the QUIS5 Quality in Services 
Conference, University of Karlstad, Karlstad 
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
This study is organized under the following chapters-
Chapter 1- Introduction 
Chapter 2- RSS Feeds: An Introduction 
Chapter 3-Tools of RSS 
Chapter 4- Application of RSS in Libraries 
Chapter 5- Summary and Conclusion 
Bibliography 
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INTRODUCTION 
The change that is happening in the information industry over the years is 
astonishing. The convergence of information technology and information science 
has paved the way for introducing many new services with the help of 
contemporary technologies. It is estimated that in 2000 the volume of information 
on the public Web was 20 to 50 terabyte in 2003 the volume of information on the 
Web grew up to 167 terabytes at least triple the amount of information. The 
surfaceweb is about 167 terabyte as of summer 2003. Bright Planet estimates the 
deepweb to be 400 to 450 times larger, thus between 66,800 and 91,850 terabytes. 
Some estimate that the volume of information on the web is doubling every four 
months. Given the sheer size of the web and the rapidity with which new 
information gets added and existing information changes, finding relevant 
documents could sometimes be worse than searching a needle in a haystack. 
Technology, to some extent has been responsible for aggregating the 
problem of information explosion. It has allowed information to grow with any 
control mechanism. Internet is a classic for ail the chaos. Goggling for a piece of 
information from internet throws at us mountains from which we have to find what 
we want. Over the years, to overcome all this problem number of strategies and 
technologies are used. Some of the important strategies and technologies are web 
search tools, subject directories, Meta search tools, subject specific and specially 
search engine. But those strategies were proved less competent with the like blogs, 
social bookmaking tools and RSS have to some extent helped users to keep away 
from the bandwagon of information explosion and helping them to keep abreast 
with new developments in their respective field. 
Keepmg in view the study is undertaken to explore these possibilities of RSS 
technology. 
HISTORY/BACKGROUND 
The variety of icons representing Really Simple Syndication today may 
account for some of misunderstanding of RSS. However, this confusion can also 
be attributable to the various specifications and formats associated with the 
syndication of website content. In 2002, there were at least seven different versions 
and two different formats of RSS. Some of these are considered informal 
specifications, such as RSS 1.0 and RSS 2.0. 
The RSS formats were preceded by several attempts at web syndication that 
did not achieve widespread popularity. The basic idea of restructuring information 
about websites goes back to as early as 1995, when Ram Nathan, V. Guhaand 
others in Apple Computer's Advanced Technology Group developed the Meta 
Content Framework. 
RDF (Resource Description Framework) Site Summary, the first version of 
RSS, was created by Guha at Netscape in March 1999 for use on the 
My.Netscape.Com portal. This version became known as RSS 0.9. In July 
1999, Dan Libby of Netscape produced a new version, RSS 0.91, which simplified 
the format by removing RDF elements and incorporating elements from Dave 
Winer's scripting News syndication format. Libby also renamed RSS "Rich Site 
Summary" and outlined further development of the format in a "futures document". 
This would be Netscape's last participation in RSS development for eight 
years. As RSS was being embraced by web publishers who wanted their feeds to 
be used on My.Netscape.Com and other early RSS portals, Netscape dropped RSS 
support fi-om My.Netscape.Com in April 2001 during new owner AOL's 
restructuring of the company, also removing documentation and tools that 
supported the format. 
Two entities emerged to fill the void, with neither Netscape's help nor 
approval: TheRSS-DEV Working Group and Winer, who's User Land 
Software, had published some of the first publishing tools outside of Netscape that 
could read and write RSS. 
Winer published a modified version of the RSS 0.91 specification on the 
User Land website, covering how it was being used m his company's products, and 
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claimed copyright to the document. A few months later, User Land filed a U.S. 
trademark registration for RSS, but failed to respond to a USPTO trademark 
examiner's request and the request was rejected in December 2001. 
The RSS-DEV Working Group, a project whose members included Guha 
and representatives of O'Reilly Media and moreover, produced RSS 1.0 in 
December 2000. This new version, which reclaimed the name RDF Site Summary 
from RSS 0.9, reintroduced support for RDF and added XML namespaces support, 
adopting elements from standard metadata vocabularies such as Dublin Core. 
In December 2000, Winer released RSS 0.92 a minor set of changes aside 
from the introduction of the enclosure element, which permitted audio files to be 
carried in RSS feeds and helped spark pod casting. He also released drafts of RSS 
0.93 and RSS 0.94 that were withdrawn subsequently. 
In September 2002, Winer released a major new version of the format, RSS 
2.0 that redubbed its initials Really Simple Syndication, RSS 2.0 removed 
the type attribute added in the RSS 0.94 draft and added support for namespaces. 
To preserve backward compatibility with RSS 0.92, namespace support applies 
only to other content included within an RSS 2.0 feed, not the RSS 2.0 elements 
themselves. (Although other standards such as Atom attempt to correct this 
limitation, RSS feeds are not aggregated with other content often enough to shift 
the popularity from RSS to other formats having fiill namespace support.) 
Because neither Winer nor the RSS-DEV Working Group had Netscape's 
involvement, they could not make an official claim on the RSS name or format. 
This has fiielled ongoing controversy in the syndication development community 
as to which entity was the proper publisher of RSS. 
One product of that contentious debate was the creation of an alternative 
syndication format, Atom that began in June 2003. The Atom syndication format, 
whose creation was in part motivated by a desire to get a clean start free of the 
issues surrounding RSS, has been adopted as IETF Proposed Standard RFC 4287. 
In July 2003, Winer and User Land Software assigned the copyright of the 
RSS 2.0 specification to Harvard's Berkman Cenfre for Internet & Society, where 
he had just begun a term as a visiting fellow. At the same time, Winer launched 
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theRSS Advisory Board with Brent Simmons and Jon Udell, a group whose 
purpose was to maintain and publish the specification and answer questions about 
the format. 
In December 2005, the Microsoft Internet Explorer team and Outlook 
team announced on their blogs that they were adopting the feed icon first used in 
the Mozilla Fire fox browser. In February 2006, Opera Software followed 
suit. This effectively made the orange square with white radio waves the industry 
standard for RSS and Atom feeds, replacing the large variety of icons and text that 
had been used previously to identify syndication data. 
In January 2006, Rogers Cadenhead relaunched the RSS Advisory Board 
without Dave Winer's participation, with a stated desire to continue the 
development of the RSS format and resolve ambiguities. In June 2007, the board 
revised their version of the specification to confirm that namespaces may extend 
core elements with namespace attributes, as Microsoft has done in Internet 
Explorer. 
Fortunately, a practical understanding of RSS does not depend on the 
nuances of its various versions, nor does a single RSS specification seem to 
dominate the web content syndication space. Therefore, we use the terms "Really 
Simple Syndication" and "RSS" generically, and describe it as a technology that 
allows web content providers to automatically share, or syndicate, their web 
content to consumers who subscribe to that content. From the provider perspective, 
RSS is potentially "one of the most important developments in the distribution of 
media content in a number of years". 
VERSIONS OF RSS 
The different versions of RSS, falling into two major branches, RDF, or RSS. 
Branch includes the following versions: 
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• RSS 0.90 was the original Netscape RSS version. This RSS was called RDF 
Site Summary, but was based on an early working draft of the RDF standard, 
and was not compatible with the final RDF Recommendation. 
• RSS 1.0 is an open format by the RSS-DEV Working Group, again standing 
for RDF Site Summary. RSS 1.0 is an RDF format likes RSS 0.90, and since 
RSS 1.0 is based on the final RDF 1.0 Recommendation so it is not fiilly 
compatible with the earlier. 
• RSS 1.1 is also an open format and is intended to update and replace RSS 
1.0. The specification is an independent draft not supported or endorsed in 
any way by the RSS-Dev Working Group or any other organization. 
2. The RSS 2.0 Branch (initially User Land, now Harvard) includes the 
following versions: 
• RSS 0.91 is the simplified RSS version released by Netscape. This Netscape 
version was now called Rich Site Summary, this was no longer an RDF 
format, but was relatively easy to use. 
• RSS 0.92 through 0.94 are expansions of the RSS 0.91 format, which are 
mostly compatible with each other and with Winer's version of RSS 0.91, 
but are not compatible with RSS 0.90. 
• RSS 2.0.1 has the internal version number 2.0, RSS 2.0.1 was proclaimed to 
be "fi-ozen", but still updated shortly after release without changing the 
version number. RSS now stood for Really Simple Syndication. The major 
change in this version is an explicit extension mechanism using XML 
namespaces. 
CONCEPT 
While the concept for RSS emerged in 1997 with the release of channels in 
Microsoft's Internet Explorer 4.0 browser, the first version of RDF Site Summary 
(RSS) emerged in 1999. It is also identified by several other names including 
Really Simple Syndication, Rich Site Summary, Real-time Simple Syndication, 
and others. While it has suffered from "the name game," like many XML-based 
technologies has been comparatively slow to grab a practical foothold on the Web. 
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Although many news and advertising sites are now using RSS for real-time 
distribution, the base of consumers receiving RSS feeds remains primarily early 
adopters. 
According to Pew Internet & American Life Project, showed that only nine 
percent of those online knew what RSS feeds were and understood the possibilities 
that they presented. However, the generation who grew up on computer technology 
is now quickly adding to the base of people receiving RSS feeds. In fact, 12 
percent of Internet users in the United States ages 18 to 29 already have a working 
knowledge of what the term RSS means. Additionally, the explosion of wireless 
technologies has helped to fuel this growth. The number of RSS feeds grew from 
307,000 in January of 2004 to over 13 million in August of 2005. 
In 2005, OCLC conducted a survey of Internet users in Australia, Canada, 
India, Singapore, the United Kingdom, and the United States to determine their 
familiarity with and use of sixteen types of electronic resources, including blogs 
and RSS feeds. Only 5% of all respondents-6% of Canadians surveyed-had used 
RSS once or more, and 75% of respondents in both the total sample and the 
Canadian subset had never heard of RSS. 
An Ipsos Insight survey that was also conducted in 2005 found that even 
though only 4% of respondents said that they had used RSS, an additional 27% of 
respondents were unknowingly using RSS via personalized Internet start pages 
such as My Yahoo! And My MSN. This is more than 20 times the number of new 
feeds emerging during the same period. 
A SlashDot survey predicts that RSS will continue to grow dramatically in 
the coming years. As an Internet technology, RSS is most widely used for the 
instant organization and distribution of a wide variety of information that are 
available on the World Wide Web (WWW). Asmus, Bonner, Esterhay, Lechner 
and Rentfrow (2005) comment that due to the simple and easy-to-use interface, 
RSS has become an essential web publishing vehicle. RSS works by allowing 
content distributors to syndicate brief snippets of content and post it as an RSS 
(XML) file on the Web. Most RSS files include a title, brief description, and a link 
where the user can follow-up to retrieve the "fiill-story." 
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Those who wish to receive RSS content use special applications called RSS 
aggregators to "subscribe" RSS feeds. Once subscribed to a feed, the consumer is 
immediately notified in some manner when a new item is added to an RSS feed by 
its publisher. In this way, RSS feeds provide an active information mechanism on 
the Web whereby consumers can know immediately of distributors' information, 
rather than having to constantly return to a web site for recently released 
information. 
There are a variety of standalone RSS aggregators, and some browsers such 
as Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer 7, include RSS functions within them. It 
should also be noted that RSS consumption is not limited to desktop applications 
alone-PDAs, cell phones, and other wireless devices can be set up to receive RSS 
feeds. While the original goals of RSS may be loftier, the use for RSS feeds has 
become a mechanism for creating content summaries of web sites to which users 
subscribe and receive notification. Passivity is the biggest limitation of web sites-
users must access the site to see what is new. RSS is one of many technologies that 
provide an active method for attracting traffic and individual consumer attention 
and is gaining popularity for this specific purpose. 
WHAT IS RSS? 
In the Information Age, people use RSS (Really Simple Syndication) 
Technology to help them to easily get the latest contents fi-om websites by 
accessing only single website as well as by using mobile devices. 
RSS STANDS FOR: 
> Rich Site Summary (Myadbase 2007) 
> Really Simply Syndication (Chrsolutions 2007) 
> RDF (Resource Description Framework) Site Summary (Mason 2007) 
and even 
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RSS is an acronym for Really Simple Syndication and Rich Site Summary. 
RSS is an XML based format for content distribution. Webmasters create an RSS 
file containing headlines and description of specific information. While the 
majority of RSS feeds currently contain news headlines or breaking information. 
The long term uses of RSS are broad. 
RSS uses an extensive mark up language (XML) based format for content 
distribution and to constantly scan the content of Web sites for their latest updates, 
including, for example, news headlines, events, journal tables of content, database 
searches, Web logs, or audio files. These updates are then automatically delivered 
to the subscribers' computers or mobile devices through an RSS feed. RSS has 
become one of the most popular tools for sharing and distributing news and any 
other Web-based content where timeliness is valued. This valuable and easy-to-use 
tool enables professionals to stay current with little effort and gives them complete 
control over how they receive information. New, updated information is 
automatically received without the need to remember to check Web sites of interest 
manually or to clutter one's e-mail inbox. 
RSS is a way for Web sites to continuously 'feed' you announcements of 
their latest content, with links to each new item. To learn instantly what's new on a 
site, you can just check its RSS feed. So that you can check the various feeds from 
one place. If you think of RSS feeds as Webfeeds or newsfeeds, then you can 
forget about the technical aspects of RSS altogether. If you usually keep an eye on 
Web sites and their updated news pages by keeping a list of favourites and then 
visiting those favourite pages periodically, or by subscribing to lots of e-mail news 
letters, then RSS feeds should be for you. They make it easy and efficient to keep 
track of the latest content published by your favourite sites. For those who want a 
little more technical detail, an RSS feed is a page of text surrounded by a lot of 
coding. In the same way that a Web page is a file that uses HTML coding to 
determme how the page is displayed, RSS is a file that uses XML (Extensible 
Mark-up Language) to encode headlines, titles and text so that they can be read by 
an RSS reader. 
For instance, say you are a library science teacher and you have found 20 or 
30 Weblog and media sites on the Internet that are consistently publishing 
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it? Well, that is exactly what RSS feeds allows you to do by using a type of 
software called an "aggregator" or feed collector. The aggregator checks the feeds 
you subscribe to, usually every hour, and it collects all the new content from those 
sites you are subscribed to. Then, when you are ready, you open up your 
aggregator to read the individual stories, file them for later use, click through to the 
site itself, or delete them if they are not relevant. In other words, you check one site 
instead of 30 not bad trade offs for a typically harried teacher. 
WHAT DOES RSS LOOK LIKE? 
In April of 2006, an attempt was made to standardize the icon used to 
indicate content was available in the form of a feed. This icon can be any colour, 
and is represented by the small square portraying broadcast signals: 
38 
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Here is an example of how RSS is used: 
> A publisher has some content that they want to pubHcize. 
> They create an RSS channel for their content. 
> In this channel, they include items for web pages they want to promote. 
> This channel can be read by remote applications, and converted to headlines 
and links. 
> People see the links on various sites, click on them, and go to the original 
publisher's site. 
While headline syndication is the most common use for RSS, it is also used for 
many other purposes. RSS is a very popular format in the web log community. It is 
also used for photo diaries, classified and listing, recipes, reviews, and for tracking 
the status of software packages. 
> They create an RSS channel for their content. 
> In this channel, they include items for web pages they want to promote. 
> This channel can be read by remote applications, and converted to headlines 
and links. 
> People see the links on various sites, click on them, and go to the original 
publisher's site. 
While headline syndication is the most common use for RSS, it is also used for 
many other purposes. RSS is a very popular format in the web log community. It is 
also used for photo diaries, classified and listing, recipes, reviews, and for tracking 
the status of software packages. 
RSS feeds are used in the world of e-commerce as a way of delivering 
information. For example, Amazon provides custom news feeds based on its web 
services platform. This lets you track top books in your news reader, or include 
information on your web site about related books for sale at Amazon. 
RSS has grown tremendously in popularity in the last few years. Syndic8.com 
maintains an index of RSS channels, and its list of feed has grown by about 1400% 
in two years. Yahoo news, the BBC, Slashdot, Locker Gnome, Amazon, CNN, 
Wired, Rolling Stone and Apple computer are among the many popular sources of 
RSS feeds. 
TYPE OF RSS 
RSS readers or news aggregators are used to view particular web contents. 
RSS readers contain the collection of 'feeds' or RSS files fi-om content providers, 
and they are generally classified into three types: 
3. Desktop RSS readers - Also known as stand one desktop application, they 
generally 'run' in the background and are similar to an e-mail client, collecting the 
feeds and refi^shing items automatically as they are updated. 
4, Web-based aggregators - These are online services that enable users to 
personalize web pages, refi-eshing them each time the page is accessed or each time 
a person logs in to the service. 
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5. Plug-in aggregators/readers - These make use of either web browsers or e-
mail clients, which allow users to view RSS feeds while mside an existing 
program. 
DEFINATION 
The literature on the field provides us with a few definitions for RSS. Some 
of them have been listed below-
1. "RSS is a family of web feed formats used to publish frequently updated 
digital content, such as blogs, news feed or podcasts in a entries standardized 
format." (Wikipedia) 
2. "RSS is an XML application that allows users to gather content as it is 
created and sites are updated. When such a web feed is created, interested users 
can subscribe to it." (Holvoet 2006) 
3. "RDF site summary, a light weight multipurpose extensible metadata 
description and syndication format. RSS is an XML application, conforms to the 
w3c's RDF specification, and is extensible via XML namespace and/or RDF based 
modularization. Developed initially by Netscape but now widely used to exchange 
headline metadata between news content providers and portals, thereby delivering 
news headlines on the web. Also known as really simple syndication, rich site 
summary." (Harrod's librarians glossary) 
4. "A web publishing technology that allows end users to automatically receive 
new digital content fi-om the provider. Originally used for text files, RSS is now 
also used to deliver audio and video content. Various types of RSS readers are 
used to capture and play the content, and many of them are available fi-ee of 
charge." (Library and Information Technology Glossary) 
5. "A family of web font formats coded in XML used to provide subscribers 
with fi-equently updated information. Format allows distributing contents without 
the need of a navigator, by means of software designed to read RSS (aggregator) 
contents." (Master base glossary) 
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6. "Really Simple Syndication technology for bloggers and podcasters to 
distribute their content." (Glossary of Terms APAN Connect all partners access 
network) 
7. "RSS is an XML-based format (using the Resource Description Framework 
(RDF) - a language for representing information about resources in the World 
Wide Web) that allows the syndication of lists of hyperlinks, along with other 
information, or metadata, that helps viewers decide whether they want to follow 
the link. RSS allows a person's computer to fetch and understand the information, 
so that all of the lists that person is interested in can be tracked and personalized 
for them. It is a format that's intended for use by computers on behalf of people, 
rather than being directly presented to them (like HTML)." (Glossary bytown 
internet) 
8. "Really Simple Syndication" - Allows you to collect news and postings from 
newspapers, blogs, libraries, etc. and read them in one place." (Glossary of 
Library Lingo) 
9. "RSS (Real Simple Syndication) - is the technical specification used to 
deliver podcasts." (New Media Glossary) 
10. "RSS-Acronym for Really Simple Syndication, Web feed technology that 
automatically detects when content on one site is updated and through subscriber 
feeds and aggregators, distributes it to another Web site or to a digital signage 
content player." (Glossary black box network service) 
11. "RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication. An RSS feed is a document that 
contains either a summary of content from a web site or the frill text of a website. 
RSS feeds make it possible for people to keep up with their favourite web sites 
automatically rather than checkmg them manually." (Search Engine (SEO) 
Glossary) 
12. "RSS feed (Really Simple Syndication or Rich Site Summary feed) provides 
summaries of web content in a simple format. It is available through an RSS feed 
reader, or through some browsers. It will show you what's new since the last time 
you checked the feed, without having to visit the website itself" (New Zealand 
Legislation Glossary) 
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13. "RSS (Rich Site Summary) is an XML technology for the syndication of a 
website's content." (Richardson 2005). 
14. "RSS is web content syndication format. It is an acronym for Really Simple 
Syndication. RSS is a dialect of XML." (Harvard) 
15. "RSS is a format for syndicating news and the content of news like sites, 
including major news sites like wired, news - oriented community sites like 
Slashdot, and personal web logs." (XML.com) 
PURPOSE OF RSS 
The purpose of RSS is to syndicate and thereby share the content published 
on a web site. In order to do so, an RSS feed or channel is produced which consists 
of a list of new items added to the site. Typically, each item includes a title, a brief 
summary, and a link to the full content. Once a feed is produced and made 
available, its content can be published on other web sites, indexed by RSS-based 
search engines, or collected and read via RSS aggregators or newsreader software. 
Webmasters create an RSS file containing headlines and descriptions of 
specific information. While the majority of RSS feeds currently contain news 
headlines or breaking information the long term uses of RSS are broad. RSS is a 
defined standard based on XML with the specific purpose of delivering updates to 
web-based content. Using this standard, webmasters provide headlines and fi-esh 
content in a succinct manner. Meanwhile, consumers use RSS readers and news 
aggregators to collect and monitor their favourite feeds in one centralized program 
or location. Content viewed in the RSS reader or news aggregator is place known 
as an RSS feed. RSS is becoming increasmg popular. The reason is fairly simple. 
RSS is a fi-ee and easy way to promote a site and its content without the need to 
advertise or create complicated content sharing partnerships. 
RSS is a real important technology that information specialists and educators 
would be well advised to harness sooner rather than later. In simple terms, 
Weblogs (and an ever-growing number of other sites) generate a behind the scenes 
code in a language similar to HTML called XML. This code usually referred to as 
a "feed" (as in "news feed") makes it possible for readers to "subscribe" to the 
content that is created on a particular Weblog so they no longer have to visit the 
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blog itself to get it. As is true with traditional syndication, the content comes to you 
instead of you going to get it, hence "Real Simple Syndication." 
RSS have referred to technology that facilitates the sharing, or syndication, 
of website content by subscription. RSS, more specifically RSS feeds, reduce the 
effort and time required to access web content by allowing users to subscribe to 
specific web sources that generate or that link to content they desire. The 
subscribers use personalized start pages or RSS readers to display summaries of 
the content which are updated automatically as new information becomes 
available. In essence, RSS sustains the notion of ephemeralization by affording 
subscribers the ability to review greater quantities of specific information in less 
time than individually visiting each site and searching for the desired information. 
BENEFITS TO RSS 
RSS streamlines communication between publishers and readers. Since RSS 
has had a popularity surge, webmasters have been experimenting and using RSS 
feeds to deliver content in new and innovative ways. Typically, RSS feeds contain 
news headlines and content summaries. The content summaries contain just 
enough information without overwhelming the reader with superfluous details. If 
the reader is interested and wants additional information they can click on the item 
in the feed, accessing the website which contains additional details. RSS readers 
aggregate multiple feeds, making it easy for individuals to quickly scan 
information contained within each feed. Feeds are generally themed, allowing 
users to opt-in to feeds that are of interest. 
The big benefit to RSS is that individuals opt in to content of interest, totally 
controlling the flow of information that they receive. If the quality of the content in 
the feed declines, users simply remove the feed fi-om their RSS reader and they 
will not receive any additional updates fi-om that source. The RSS reader acts as an 
aggregator, allowing users to view and scan multiple content streams in a timely 
fashion. 
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HOW TO FIND RSS FEED 
Search engine can be used to find content in RSS format. With Google, for 
example, one can add "filetype: RSS" to a search to find your search terms m RSS 
files. Dedicated search engines pave the way for searching the content easily. 
Feedster monitors web logs, and lets one to search through an index of log entries 
and view them by relevance, date, or ranking (blogrank). While doing a search, 
Feedster creates an RSS feed based on one's request. This can be added to a 
newsreader, so that one can see all the recent activity on the search request, 
without even leaving the newsreader. 
USES OF RSS INCLUDE: 
• Monitoring news 
• Current awareness for professionals 
• Tracking Weblogs 
• Sharing technical information, link lists, and photos 
WHY USE RSS FEEDS? 
There are many advantages of using XML RSS feeds. 
L Information Producers 
• Increase traffic to web site. 
• Information can be pushed to users and subscribers by using the broadcast 
method. 
• Distributes information automatically to users when an update is made. 
• Visibility and access to information can be increased (link to full-text 
articles of subscribed information). 
• Saves on development time for webmasters. 
2. Web Content Managers 
• Delivers selected targeted information to specific users groups. 
• Offers web site users the latest information fi"om various sources. 
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• Efficient technique to use updating web pages. 
• Ability to deliver value added services without over taxing current staff, i.e. 
Electronic Table of Content Service, Current Awareness and News. 
• Information can be pulled from catalos or databases, converted into an RSS 
feed and displayed on web pages. 
3. Information Users 
• RSS feeds are subscribed to by users or content managers and can be 
discontinued as desired. 
• Once a user subscribers to a feed, the desired information is delivered to the 
user without them taking the time to search or browse for it. 
• RSS feeds are read through an RSS Reader or placed as web content. Thus, 
work and personal email boxes are not overloaded with additional 
information for the user to read. 
• Advertisements and spam are not included in feeds. 
• Enables users to stay current on the latest information. 
RSS FEED ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
Really Simple Syndication (RSS) is a tool useful for saving or retaining 
updated information on websites that you frequently visit or websites that are your 
favourite. RSS utilizes an XML code which scans continuously the content or 
subject matter of a certain website in search for new information then transmits the 
information updates by way of feeding the information to subscribers. 
ADVANTAGES: 
RSS gives benefits to both readers (users) and web publishers. 
• It gives you the latest updates. Whether it is about the weather, new music, 
software upgrade, local news, or a new posting from a rarely-updates site 
learn about the latest as soon as it comes out. 
It gives the power of subscription to the user. Users are given a free-hand on 
which websites to subscribe in their RSS aggregators which they can change 
at any time they decide differently. 
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It saves on surfing time. Since an RSS feed provides a summary of the 
related article, it saves the user's time by helping he/she decide on which 
items to prioritize when reading or browsing the net. 
It is spam free. Unlike email subscriptions, RSS does not make use of your 
email address to send updates thus your privacy is kept safe from spam 
mails. 
Unsubscribing is hassle-free. Unlike email subscriptions where the user is 
asked questions on why she/he is unsubscribing and then the user would be 
asked to confirm unsubscribing, all you have to do is to delete the RSS feed 
from your aggregator. 
It can be used as an advertising or marketing tool. Users who subscribe or 
syndicate product websites receive the latest news on products and services 
without the website sending spam mail. This is advantageous to both the 
web user and the website owner since advertising becomes targeted; those 
who are actually interested in their products are kept posted. 
It is easy to subscribe to entertainment RSS feed, just click the button that 
indicates the RSS feed. You usually have to copy the URL into your 
aggregator, and some RSS feeds automatically download into your reader. 
You can unsubscribe to an RSS feed anytime. 
The great thing about RSS feeds is that you're always updated with the latest 
news and happenings. An RSS feed is revolutionizing the way information 
consumers get their content. Instead of being bombarded with a plethora of 
useless information, the consumers now can select and reject the material 
that goes into their consciousness. 
DISADVANTAGES: 
• The disadvantages of RSS use are brought about by its being a new 
technology and some user-preference concerns. 
• Some users prefer receiving email updates over an RSS feed. 
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• Not every site offers RSS feeds, 
• Some RSS feeds expire after a specific time period (Pub Med, EBSCO). 
• RSS content is not being used to its full potential. 
• Copyright issues should be addressed. 
• Graphics and photos do not appear in all RSS feeds. For conciseness and 
ease of publication, RSS feeds do not display the photos from the original 
site in announcing the update except for some web-based aggregators. 
• The identity of the source website can be confusing. Since RSS feeds do not 
display the actual URL or name of the website, it can sometimes get 
confusing on what feed a user is actually reading. 
• Publishers cannot determine how many users are subscribed to their feed and 
the frequency of their visits. Moreover, they would not know the reasons 
why users unsubscribe which could be important in improving their 
advertising. 
• RSS feeds create higher fraffic and demands on the server. Most readers still 
prefer the whole update over a brief summary of the entry, thus they still 
access the site. 
• Since it is a new technology, many sites still do not support RSS. 
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^S Tools 
Chapter 3 
TOOLS OF RSS 
INTRODUCTION 
RSS Syndication or RSS Newsfeeds (RSS Feeds for short) all refer to the 
same thing. There are two parts to the process, the publisher, and the consumer. 
The publisher produces a small text file in a special format that lists the title and 
address of an article or resource published on the World Wide Web. The consumer 
uses a program, usually called an aggregator to read and display the contents of 
that simple text file, with links to the web page, or the consumer may visit a 
website that includes an aggregator program, and view the results as a web page. 
For example. Members of Yahoo.com can set their personal 'My Yahoo' pages to 
display the contents of any RSS feeds they select. 
Some confusion has arisen because an RSS feed may be used in several 
ways. Calling it a 'newsfeed' is the first mistake, since RSS is used for much more 
than news. The most common situation is for the RSS items listed to have a short 
title, link to the original web page referred to, and a short description of the 
contents of that web page. But other people are including the complete contents of 
their resource directly in the RSS feed. So the feeds may contain a graphic image 
of a cartoon, an entire post to a weblog (or blog), or the complete contents of a 
newsletter, rather than just a link back to those resources on a web site. Other sites 
leave out the description, and just list titles linked back to their website. And some 
versions of RSS allow you to leave out the title, so long as you have a description. 
Speaking of 'versions' of RSS, that is the source of even more confusion. 
RSS began with version 0.90, and was called 'RDF Site Summary' the RDF refers 
to 'Resource Description Framework,' the method of labelling different parts of the 
file. This early version was updated and changed through various incarnations, 
including versions 0.91, 0.92, 0.93 and 0.94, and they began to call RSS 'Really 
Simple Syndication.' Then someone came along with a different format, slightly 
more complicated, and called it RSS version 1.0. Supporters of version 0.94 didn't 
like the implication that version 1,0 was somehow an advance on version 0.94 
when in actuality it was a completely different format, so they came up with 
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version 2.0 which was an improved version of 0.94, but still unlike version 1.0. 
Rather than take sides in all this squabbling, someone else came up v^th their own 
version and called it Atom, to distance themselves from the RSS battles. Someone 
else developed Blogrolls that use OPML (Outline Processor Markup Language). 
Most of these formats are either loosely or strictly based on XML, the parent mark-
up scheme. 
None of this confusion of method and purpose has helped spread this really 
useful tool. Most RSS aggregators can read any of these formats, so the situation is 
not as hopeless as it may seem, but many folks still throw the whole thing out 
when they can't figure out exactly how it is supposed to work. 
RSS Syndication was designed to help people find out about new content on 
the web, long before the search engines get around to finding it. It makes it easy 
for people to find out about new content that interests them, without having to 
return to the search engines and wade through all the material they have seen 
before. For sites with frequently changing content, it has worked well for them to 
create tiieir own RSS feed and update it as new content is added to their website. 
But what about all those sites that only add an occasional new article or story to 
their website, or who publish a newsletter once per month? Or those who just can't 
take the time to figure the ins and outs of formatting an RSS feed? An RSS feed 
that only gets updated once every few months is of little value, very few people 
will add it to their search list in their aggregator. Shared RSS solves this problem 
by lumping together articles from different sites covering the same topic, and lets 
them aimounce the availability of their new material in a feed shared with others 
publishing on the same topic. This makes the feeds more useful to the consumer, 
so they are more likely to add the link to their aggregator. It benefits the publisher 
by making more people aware of their material as soon as it is put online. 
RSS TOOLS 
Considering the ever-increasing support for RSS in online communities, we 
have compiled a list of resources and products that will benefit webmasters, web 
surfers and publishers in their quest to understand the power of RSS. RSS has 
rapidly become an alternative communication venue. In order to understand the 
full benefits, consider utilizing some of the following tools and resources. 
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1. RSS TOOLS 
RSS feeds bring automatically updated information straight to your desktop. 
You can monitor or promote news, job listings, personals, and classifieds using 
RSS. The following tools assist webmasters in using RSS to maximize their time. 
> RSS Readers - RSS readers are designed as tools to view RSS feeds, 
making it easier for users to view and manage the content of a feed. Feed readers 
make it easy to mark feeds as read or flag items that are important. The following 
are some of our favourite RSS readers: 
• FeedDemon - FeedDemon is a client that can retrieve and organize RSS 
feeds from the Internet. It comes pre-configured with several news feeds, and you 
can easily add your own by adding the URL for an RSS feed of your choice. 
FeedDemon offers an attractive and easy-to-use interface with integrated web 
browsing. 
• FeedScout - Feed Scout is a RSS/RDF reader that can be used directly from 
Internet Explorer. Feed Scout enables you to view RSS/ATOM feeds from 
different sites directly in Internet Explorer. You can even set your Home Page to 
show your favourite feeds. 
2. RSS CREATION TOOLS 
As RSS feeds have increased in popularity and breadth publishers and 
webmasters have struggled to find a solution to create RSS feeds. The following 
tools will assist webmasters in creating RSS feeds: 
• FeedForAII - Desktop software used to create, edit, manage and publish 
RSS feeds. New RSS feeds can be quickly and easily created with FeedForAII. 
Advanced features enable you to create professional-looking RSS feeds quickly. 
Existing RSS feeds can be repaired and enhanced with FeedForAII. RSS feeds 
generated by other means can be automatically repaired, so that they conform to 
the RSS 2.0 specification. Existing feeds can be enhanced to contain advanced feed 
properties, and give them a more professional look. 
3. RSS ARTICLES AND TUTORIALS 
Articles and tutorials based on RSS and designed to demystify Really Simple 
Syndication for users and publishers. 
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• RSS Specifications - RSS Specifications contains a collection of articles 
related to RSS and news feeds that assist both publishers and users in deciphering 
really simple syndication. Or the articles can be read in an RSS feed. Make RSS 
Feeds - Step by step instructional tutorial detailing how to manually create an RSS 
feed. 
4. eBAY MONITORING USING RSS 
Monitor online auctions for specific items of interest. As eBay has grown it has 
become difficult to discern and locate specific auction items. By using RSS tools 
users can easily receive instant notification when a specific item is being 
auctioned. 
• Free Bidding Tools - Monitor online auctions for specific items of interest. 
As eBay has grown it has become difficult to discern and locate specific auction 
items. By using RSS tools users can easily receive instant notification when a 
specific item is being auctioned. 
5. WEB MONITORING 
Monitor the Internet for specific news items or blog topics of interest. A 
number of fi-ee online RSS tools make web monitoring very easy. 
• PubSub - Monitor the Internet for specific news items or blog topics of 
interest. A number of fi-ee online RSS tools make web monitoring very easy. 
PubSub - Every day, PubSub's matching engine performs billions of matches of 
new items against user subscriptions. The instant a match is made, PubSub alerts 
the user via RSS. PubSub monitors more than 6.5 million blogs, as well as 50,000 
USENET newsgroups, all SEC/EDGAR filings, press releases fi'om major wire 
services, and F AA airport delay alerts. 
• Google News Monitoring Using RSS - This free online tool turns a Google 
news search into an RSS feed. 
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6. OTHER RSS TOOLS 
Alternative tools for creative webmasters. 
• RSSlWap - The RSS2Wap site is meant for online conversions of RSS 
feeds into WML for access on WAP devices (RSS2WML, RSS WAP or RSS-to-
WAP). It's free and you can make a link on your web site. 
7. RSS GRAPHIC TOOL 
Websites that have RSS feeds available use colourful graphics as flags to 
indicate to web surfers that RSS feeds are available for specific content. 
• RSS Graphic Tool - Websites that have RSS feeds available use colourful 
graphics as flags to indicate to web surfers that RSS feeds are available for specific 
content. RSS Graphic Tool - Customize RSS buttons. If you have limited time and 
lack artistic abilities, use this free online RSS graphic tool to create an RSS button. 
The button's colour and text can be customized to suit the look and feel of your 
website. 
8. DISPLAYING RSS 
Many webmasters display the contents of RSS feeds on their web pages as a 
fresh source of content and information that changes on a regular basis. 
• Java Options - Using Java to display RSS feeds is very easy way to provide 
dynamic content with very little effort. Unfortunately, when you use Java to 
display RSS feeds, search engines do not see the feeds content, so the content is 
not spidery and ultimately will not help with search engine optimization. 
• Quick RSS Feeds - Free online tool that allows you to simply enter the 
URL of the RSS feed, define the nimiber of items you would like displayed, and 
the Java script will be automatically generated. 
• FeedRoU -A free service for syndicating popular RSS and ATOM news 
feeds on your website or blog. Select a feed, customize the design, then copy and 
paste the code provided onto your page. 
• RSS to JavaScript - RSS-to-JavaScript.com was designed to easily convert 
any valid RSS, RDF or ATOM feed into easy-to-implement JavaScript. No XML 
or programming experience is necessary. 
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• PHP Options - The benefit to using a PHP script to display RSS on a 
website is that the content dynamically updates but search engines see the content 
as static. 
• FeedForAlI's rss2html.php - If you are technically savvy and wish to host 
the script yourself check out FeedForAll, as they have a free PHP script available 
that will display RSS feeds on a website. 
• FeedRoU Pro - A fee-based professional service that tracks statistical 
information for publishers displaying feeds. FeedRoU Pro incorporates a number of 
display options for publishers wishing to syndicate their content, giving users the 
choice of PHP or JavaScript. 
• RSS2HTML - Display RSS feeds by selecting layouts and colour schemes 
on this free resource. 
9. RSSBLOGS 
Stay informed about the latest RSS industry news by monitoring RSS blogs. 
Daily posts bring readers current news, industry announcements and general RSS 
information. 
• RSS Specifications - Everything you need to know about RSS. The RSS 
Specifications blog contains daily posts and RSS tidbits. 
• KbCafe - Daily posts and editorials related to RSS and new RSS products 
that have emerged, 
10.PUBLISHING LIST / RSS NEWSGROUP 
New RSS Publishing List for publishers. The list is focused on 
marketing/publishing/operational issues rather than hardcore technical details of 
RSS, meaning that coding issues and disputes over the merits of RSS v/s. Atom are 
not the focus. 
• RSS Syndication - Collection of RSS related news feeds displayed in an 
easy to read format. 
ll.RSS RELATED FORUMS 
Forums can be a usefiil for anyone doing business online, both in terms of 
reading the content and actively participating in the discussions. There are 
following online RSS conmiunities: 
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• 2RSS - RSS forum for feed and related RSS discussions. 
• FeedForAll Forum - RSS forum for RSS and feed creation-related 
discussions. 
• German RSS Forum - German RSS forum for feed discussions. 
12.LOCATE RSS FEEDS 
• Syndics - RSS and Atom news feeds on a wide variety of topics. Designed 
with directory structure and search functionality. SyndicS also tracks statistical 
information related to RSS feeds. 
• Feedster's FeedFinder - Use Feedfinder to search by keyword or by URL 
or a combination of the two in order to find feeds on that topic or by that 
organization. 
• RSS Discovery - The websites you already read may have an RSS feed. Use 
the BlogStreet's RSS Discovery tool and enter in a website. If there is a feed 
available BlogStreet will provide the URL. 
• RSS Locator - Directory and search engine for RSS content including 
weblogs, newsfeeds, forum feeds and related content feeds. Locate topic-specific 
RSS feeds for syndication. RSS Locator displays feed content in an HTML format 
so users can preview the feed's content. 
SELECTION OF AGGREGATOR 
In order to view RSS feeds without seeing raw XML markup, the user must 
acquire a "feedreader." A feedreader is an aggregator that gathers chosen RSS 
feeds and formats them for display. The user is ready to select "feeds" (RSS files) 
available on specific Web sites of interest once a feedreader is installed. Effective 
use of XML feeds relies on the use of aggregator software, which converts the 
feeds into human readable format. There are two main types of aggregation 
software: Online and desktop. 
> ONLINE AGGREGATOR: 
One of the benefits of an online aggregator is that it can be accessed fi-om 
anywhere and at any time, for example at work and at home. The Reading Room 
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itself can be seen as an example of a web based XML aggregator, with additional 
features to enable discussion and professional development. An online aggregator 
was not a viable option for use with the Reading Room because access to the 
Reading Room is restricted to the USQ network only. 
Examples of online aggregators: 
• Bloglines- is a web-based news aggregator for reading syndicated feeds 
using the RSS and Atom formats. Mark Fletcher, former CEO of ONElist, founded 
the site in June 2003 and sold it in February 2005 to Ask.com/InterActiveCorp. In 
2005, it hosted more than 200 million searchable blog articles. On July 23,2007, 
Bloglines released an iPhone version of their site. On August 27, 2007 the 
company released a public beta version of their site, with new features such as 
drag-and-drop feeds in the feed tree and a customizable start page. Bloglines offers 
an application programming interface that can be used to write software that can 
read feeds, search its database of feed entries, and ping the service when a blog has 
been updated. 
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(http://www.bloglines.com) 
Some other online aggregators are listed here: 
Feedster (http://feedster.com/) 
NewsGator Online (http://www.newsgator.com/ngs/default.aspx) 
Pluck Web Edition 
GoogleReader 
My Yahoo! 
MyMSN 
Newsburst 
AmphetaDesk 
NewsIsFree 
> DESKTOP AGGREGATOR: 
A desktop aggregator is a piece of software that is installed on the user's 
desktop PC. There are many different aggregators available for the desktop with 
differing levels of functionality and styles of use. Some aggregators are integrated 
into a browser, others integrated into email programs such as Microsoft Outlook, 
and others are stand-alone products. 
Examples of desktop aggregators include: 
• SOFTWARE FOR WINDOWS: 
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People upset over a man who sued a 7-year-old 
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Some other desktop aggregator: 
• Google desktop: Stand alone product that includes additional functionality 
and Free RSS News Feed Reader. 
• NewsRanker - claims to learn from your news reading to prioritize the feed 
items you receive. 
• Novobot- Extracts headlines from feeds, and also web sites that you are 
interested, 
• Radio Userland- Blogging tool with an integrated news aggregator. 
• PJuck: A plugin for Microsoft Internet Explorer. 
• Sage: An extension for Mozilla Firefox. 
• SharpReader 
• FeedReader 
• NewsWatcher 
• Feedreader3 
• Newz Crawler 
• Internet Explorer 7 
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SimpleChord is a nicely made utility that I've been using to figure out different 
piano chords. SimpleChord + CarageBand + a M-Audio keyboard has been really « 
painful for Kirstin, but really fun for me. And it's cheap! 
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SOFTWARE FOR LINUX: 
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RSS2email- Python script that sends you new messages from your feeds via email. 
(http://www.aaronsw.com/2002/rss2email/) 
To enable effective use of the SDI environment provided by the Reading 
Room, a user needs to have an aggregator installed on their work PC. A side 
benefit of this is that users are able to aggregate feeds from other websites as well 
as feeds from the Reading Room. 
At the time of implementation, a number of USQ Library staff were already 
using XML feeds for professional reading and current awareness, and were using a 
variety of different aggregators, e.g. Bloglines, Sage extension for Firefox, Pluck 
plugin with Internet Explorer. 
The range of platforms obviously has implications for the level of staff 
resources needed for installation and support. The Library is currently working on 
a policy for aggregator use, which is likely to recommend no more than two 
standard platforms. 
GENERAL USE OF TOOLS 
1. Keep up to Date : Probably the single most usefiil that we can do with RSS 
feeds is use them to keep up to date with those web logs or news feeds that we can 
read on a regular basis. 
2. Automating Searching: There may be searches that we wish to keep up to 
date with what happenings in a subject area of interest and we may until now have 
been doing them manually. Live at www.live.com offer RSS feeds. 
http://news.google.com by visiting Google news, www.icerocket.com allow user to 
run searches (in web logs, web pages news or images). 
3. Watching Specific Pages: RSS feed can be created to do little more than 
keep you informed about when page is updated. Exp. 
http://web.freeprint.com/forum/bar/list.php forum for librarian to post questions 
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and comments has an RSS feed that keeps subscribers informed about additional 
postings to the services, www.download.com is a site that offers users the 
opportunity to download free software and it also has an RSS feed available that 
keeps subscribers up to date on what's available. wvAV.flickr.com, the photograph 
sharing website which has feeds for various different option, such as group 
discussions and specific individuals' photograph streams, www.rsswhether.com 
information regarding a specific area find in an RSS format. 
4. Miscellaneous resources: A lot of website owners have realized that by 
providing RSS they are infect leveraging their own site's value and importance. It 
is not possible to provide a full listing. 
FUNCTION OF RSS FEEDS 
Without RSS, users must check needed sites daily for updates. An RSS feed 
(often called a news feed) can check sites using an RSS aggregator (a program that 
gathers and sorts out feeds). Since RSS data is small and fast loading, it can easily 
be used with services like cell phones or PDAs (w3 schoool2008). RSS uses XML 
to distribute web content from one web site to many other sites. RSS feeds are 
RDF compliant, and RSS files contain metadata that describes the content (James, 
2000). 
A website tliat wants to allow other site to publish some of its contents, 
create an RSS document and register the document with RSS publisher. Syndicated 
data can contain data like news, event listings, news stories, headlines, project 
updates etc. The special XML format that makes up an RSS feed is usually created 
in variety of ways. News sites and blogs are maintained using content management 
system that often creates RSS feeds as they are updated. Websites produced with 
tools like dream weaver generally do not create feeds automatically. 
FEATURES OF RSS READER 
At the moment, RSS Reader provides the following features: 
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1. New Channel wizard 
This wizard allows you to create a new channel from an external RSS feed 
and save it as a file in the workspace. A variant of this wizard provides the ability 
to automatically detect published feeds in a web page. 
2. Channel Navigator 
The Channel Navigator provides a hierarchical view of the workspace, 
similar to the Resource Navigator, with projects, folders, and RSS channels. Each 
channel can be expanded to display its items. You can open the channels as well as 
their items in the configured link browser. In addition, the Channel Navigator 
allows you to view only new, unread channels. 
3. Channel Detail view 
This view displays a list of items belonging to the selected channel. To 
select a channel, click on the channel node in the Channel Navigator, or the 
channel file in the Resource Navigator. The channel as well as its items can be 
browsed using the configured link browser. The list can be sorted by column. Also, 
the view has an option to show only new, unread items. 
4. Link Browsers 
You may choose, using the Channel Properties dialog, how to view the 
contents of channel and item links. By default, two methods are available: (a). 
Using the configured Help Browser, or (b). Using a file editor that understands the 
article format (eg. HTML). In addition, users of WSAD running imder MS-
Windows have an option to use its embedded web browser. 3rd-party providers 
may oflfer additional link browsers. 
5. Preference page 
The included preference page allows you to specify the default channel 
update interval and select the default link browser, which are used when creating 
new channels. In addition, the included link browsers have their own preference 
pages; the former allows you to select a configured help browser, and the latter an 
editor to use for browsing channel items. 
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6. Property page 
Each channel file has a property page with RSS-specific options, such as the 
update interval, source translator, and link browser. These can be modified even 
after the channel has been created. 
7. Search page 
The RSS-specific search page allows you to use the familiar Search dialog to 
find RSS items whose titles and descriptions contain the specified search term. 
8. RSS feed translators 
RSS feeds based on various formats and versions are translated into a 
uniform channel model, which allows the various RSS views to present their 
contents in a uniform fashion. The default translator understands RSS versions 
0.90, 0.91, 0.92, 1.0, and 2.0. 3rd-party providers may offer translators for new 
RSS versions, or entirely different formats. 
9. Periodic updates 
For each channel you may specify an interval, in minutes, which dictates 
how often the channel's contents are updated from its source feed. After an update, 
any new items are flagged and displayed with different icons and colours in the 
various RSS views, until they are read. 
lO.Channel content caching 
RSS channels are represented in the workspace as files, which contain 
information on where to get the updates, how often, etc. The channel content, after 
an update, is cached in a temporary location outside of workspace. Thus it is 
possible to share the channel files using a Version Control System (eg. CVS); each 
user then gets its ovm copy of the channel contents. 
How RSS feeds are structured 
RSS feeds contain the basic information about the RSS feed itself and the 
individual RSS feed content items that actually carry the content you want to 
deliver to your target audiences or syndicate to other websites. All of this 
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information is carried within different prescribed RSS feed elements that are used 
for different purposes. 
Now you don't actually need to know how to create an RSS feed, since your 
RSS publishing software will do that for you, but you need to know what to put in 
these elements to make the most from them. 
ELEMENTS OF RSS FEEDS 
RSS feed elements describe the RSS feed. Each element encloses the actual 
discretionary information, just like an HTML tag. 
The most important elements you need to pay attention to for increasing 
marketing results are: 
1. RSS feed title 
The name of the RSS feed, which will be displayed in the RSS Reader when 
someone accesses your feed, as well as the search engines and so on. 
You need to craft your title so that it stands out among other feeds in your 
subscribers RSS Readers and attracts them, and is at the same time rich with your 
most important keywords to assure you achieve better search engine placement for 
your feeds. 
2. RSS feed description 
A short sentence that describes the RSS feed. Just as with the title element, 
the description needs to attract your target audiences (in many RSS Readers the 
description is displayed just below the feed title) and at the same time assure better 
placement within the search engines. 
So keep it user-attractive, conveying the main content points covered in your 
feed and the key benefits for your readers, as well as search-engine-fiiendly, with 
your most important keywords. 
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3. RSS feed image 
The image element is used to display your logo on the RSS feed presentation 
in RSS Readers. The default width for the logo is 88 px and the maximum width is 
144 px. Default image height is 31 px and the maximum height is 400 px. 
Including your logo m your feed will make your feed more memorable for 
your subscribers, thus helping you increase actual readership, as well as provide 
additional branding for your business. 
ELEMENTS OF RSS CONTENT ITEM 
While the RSS feed elements define and describe an RSS feed on the level 
of the entire feed, individual content item elements describe and carry the actual 
information you want to deliver to your audiences. 
Each content item may then contain some or all of the elements that describe 
that content item and provide information. 
1. RSS content item title 
The title of the specific content item that is of course displayed in the RSS 
Reader and everywhere else where you're content appears. 
Your content item titles are one of the most important things in your RSS 
feed, determining whether your readers will actually read the rest of the content or 
whether the search engines will rank it high enough for you. 
Just think of the title as an e-mail message subject line and webpage title in 
one. The e-mail subject line is what makes your recipient decide whether he's 
going to read the entire message or not. You need to keep it to the point and give 
just enough information to make it inviting to read on. 
The webpage title has much weight with the search engines, helping you get 
higher rankings for your content for the keywords you're trying to optimize your 
webpage for. The RSS content item title performs both of these functions for you 
at the same time. 
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2. RSS content item link 
The URL pointing to a webpage on your website where the user can read the 
entire content of the content item, if you're publishing your RSS feeds in summary 
format. A "read more" type of destination. 
If you're publishing your feeds in full-text format the link can serve for 
archiving purposes, for example if your customers would either want to click 
through to your site and then bookmark your content in their internet browser. 
Of course, if you don't want to provide a back link to your site, you don't 
have to, as the link element is optional. This could come useful if you're using your 
RSS feed merely as a direct communicational channel to send a quick message to 
your customers or anyone else, without also providing that content on your 
website. 
But since most RSS users actually expect to be able to click through it's 
highly recommended that you always provide the link. 
3. RSS content item description 
This is where the actual body content of the information you're trying to 
deliver comes in the actual story you're trying to tell. 
The description element can either be a short summary, or can contain full-
text content of the story, with images and almost everything else (there are some 
restrictions). 
STANDARDS OF RSS 
RSS is an acronym used as an umbrella to describe a family of XML file 
formats commonly used to facilitate the syndication of data available on a web site 
for the use of RSS reader programs or other websites displaying that data for their 
visitors. Although the goal of RSS is to make the publishing of web based 
information like weblogs (blogs) and news headlines extremely easy and hassle 
free, the large amounts and largely differing standards can make the job of 
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choosing the right feed more difficult than actually using them for publishing. For 
the purposes of this project, the result of this incoherence is that the RSS Reader 
needs to be able to take into account all the feeds currently in use including but not 
limited to the two separate branches that the original specification forked into. 
There have been three standards of RSS that have been cleared for use and 
these are: 
1. RSS 0.91; Rich Site Summary 
RSS 0.91 or Rich Site Summary was actually an update to the 0.9 
specification detailed below. Work on 0.91 was initially started by Netscape, who 
then dropped development of it when they got out of the web portal business. 
Another vendor. User land Software, picked up development of the project to use 
in its web logging and other web publishing software. The aim of 0.91 was to be 
simpler to use than the original 0.9. RSS 0,91 is an incredibly simple and easy to 
use format for syndication. In 0.91 a feed consists of a channel which is the highest 
level of the RSS hierarchy, having a title, a link and a description. Within each 
channel is a series of items, each having their own title, link and description? 
Example shows version 0.91 feed in which you can see the clearly defined 
structure and how human readable the simplified code is-
Example 
<rss version="0.9r'> 
<channel> 
<title>Example RSS Feed</title> 
<link>http://www.rss,com</link> 
<description>An example of the format that an RSS feed version 0.91 is presented 
in</description> 
<item> 
<title>Example ftem</title> 
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<link>http://www.rss.com/item 1 .html</link> 
<description>An example item</description> 
</item> 
2. RSS 0.9 & 1.0; RDF Site Summary 
The original 0.9 specification was developed by Netscape as a way to easily 
populate its web portal with headlines from mainstream news sites. When 
Netscape dropped development of its own update, 0.91 developments branched 
into two separate trees. The first is detailed in 2.1.1. The second was a non-
commercial group who felt that the 0.91 standard was straying too far from the 
guidelines and standards originally set out in version 0.9. This group developed a 
new format based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and is called 
RSS 1.0. This format is quite a bit more verbose than 0.91 and can is particularly 
useful for RDF based applications or anything that requires RDF specific modules. 
As can be seen in Example, RSS version 1.0 separates the items from the channel 
in the feed. Instead, within the channel, an <items> and RDF object called Seq lists 
the resources that the items use later on in the feed. Not shown here, is the fact that 
item level authors and publishing dates can be included which is not supported by 
version 0.91. 
Example 
<rdf:RDF 
xmlns:rdf="http://www. w3 .org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns=="http://purl.org/rss/l .0/" 
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/l. l/"> 
<channelrdf:about="http://www.rss.com/about.htmr'> 
<title>Example RSS Feed</title> 
<link>http://www.rss.com</link> 
<description>An example of the format that an RSS feed version 1.0 
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>/Ace. No \ is presented in</description> 
<items> 
<rdf:Seq> 
<rdf:li rdf:resource=http://www.rss.com/iteml .html/> 
</rdf:Seq> 
</items> 
</channel> 
<item> 
<title>Example Item</title> 
<link>http://www.rss.com/item 1 .html</link> 
<description>An example item</description> 
</item> 
</rdf:RDF> 
3. RSS 2.0; Really Simple Syndication 
RSS 2.0 is the current culmination of the work that User land Software 
began with 0.91. Using a hybrid of 0.91, having items inside the channel as well as 
having no default name space or RDF, and 1.0 in that it has the ability to use name 
spaces if and when they are needed. For example, to create a feed using version 
2.0, it is possible to create it as though you were creating a feed using 0.91, 
however if you decided that you would like to include the authors of the items you 
are publishing, it is not possible to have an author field in 0.91. Using 2.0 however, 
it is possible to include the name space for Dublin-Core, which describes item 
elements for metadata like authors and dates and thus you get the functionality of 
1.0 without having to use RDF objects. 
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Example 
<rss version="2.0" xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/l. l/"> 
<channel> 
<title></title> 
<lmk></link> 
<description></description> 
<item> 
<title></title> 
<link></link> 
<description></description> 
<dc: creator></dc: creator> 
<dc:date></dc:date> 
</item> 
</channel></rss> 
HOW CAN RSS BE USED? 
There are many practical applications for RSS for the purpose of distributing 
content. Here are two examples: 
• An individual can use an RSS aggregator application to subscribe to RSS 
feeds from websites which they visit regularly. The aggregator checks the feeds at 
regular intervals and collects updated items together in one location. For example, 
'Live Bookmarks' in Firefox displays RSS feeds as a list of bookmarks which 
update when the feeds do, while Google Reader has an "All new items" view 
which shows new items from all the feeds on one page. 
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• A website can be built to incorporate information received via an RSS feed. 
You can see an example of this at the website of a free RSS feed reader intended 
for use on websites (http://rssfeedreader.com/); the example uses the Yahoo! News 
RSS feed to display the latest headlines automatically, and the content will update 
during the day without user intervention. 
RSS DIRECTORY 
An aggregator is a web site or system that collects RSS feeds from multiple 
sources and then does something with them. Usually this will involve collating and 
displaying the contents of each feed and perhaps creating new composite feeds 
from them. Here are a few of the larger aggregators: 
• Syndics- The largest aggregator with almost 10,000 feeds recommends your 
own or another's created by Jeff Barr. 
• Userland- UserLand Software is a U.S. software company founded by Dave 
Winer in 1988. UserLand sells Web content management and blogging software 
packages and services. 
• OnContent- Add you're feed to their database and use their server to 
syndicate your content registering allows you to display feeds from there on your 
ovm site. 
• Calaba's XMLTree- A directory. 
• NewsIsFree- By Mike Krus has headlines from a fast-growing collection of 
more than 3,600 feeds. 
• News4Sites- A commercial aggregator that monitors 8,000 web pages from 
2,500 domains producing more than 25,000 news headlines organized into over 
2,2001 channels of up to 20 headlines per channel. Feeds are generated in ten 
formats: JavaScript, RSS, PHP, ASP, C#, VB.NET, WDDX, XML RPC, CDF, and 
PERL. They can be parsed or delivered by email. The feeds are available for free 
with advertisements. 
• Day pop- If your channel offers news or current events; add to this excellent 
Google-like search of over 7,500 news feeds. Use Daypop Backlinks to see who is 
linking to you. 
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• Shanti Braford's PopDex: The website popularity index crawls sites and 
analyzes links to rank the most popular stories from Internet news sites, blogs, and 
weblogging resources. Use Popdex Citations to see who is linking to you and 
Searchbox to search other blogs from your site. 
• Backwash- A PHP driven community site of independent columnists who 
recommend the best specific Internet content. Bills itself "the ultimate 
recommendation engine." 
• Morton Frederickson's Syndication Subscription Service consolidates the 
multiplicity of aggregation services. A green subscribe icon on a page will take 
you to a page that lets you choose the subscription link for the aggregator of your 
choice. Clicking the icon there will add the linked RSS feed to your subscription 
list. 
What Kind of Information can be delivered in RSS Feeds? 
• Blogs Feed 
Many blogs are catalogued in an RSS feed, with each blog entry summarized 
as a feed item. This makes it easy for visitors to scan blog posts for items of 
interest. 
• Article Feed 
Articles are often placed into feeds to alert readers when new articles and 
content are available. The feed entry is typically an article summary or 
introduction. Readers can then ascertam if the article is interest and read further. 
• Forum Feed 
Many forums now have add-ons that allow participants to receive forum 
posts via RSS. The RSS feeds often will show the latest discussion topics, if users 
are interested they simply click to enter the forum to participate in the discussion. 
As the topic is updated they will see new entries in the RSS feed. 
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• Schedule Feed 
Schools, clubs and organizations will often use feeds to communicate 
meeting times, places and events that might be occurring. The RSS feeds are often 
used to publicize events notify the community of schedule changes or meeting 
agendas. 
• Discounts / Specials Feed 
Retail and online stores have begun using RSS feeds to deliver their latest 
specials and discounted offers. Some online retailers have taken this step ftirther, 
allowing users to create their own feeds based on keywords or phrases. 
• Ego / News Monitoring 
Companies or individuals interested in receiving headline news based on a 
specific brand or keyword can use RSS feeds to monitor news sources. 
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AppRcation qf^S 
in LiBraries 
Chapter 4 
APPLICATION OF RSS IN THE LIBRARIES 
Really Simple Syndication is a recent technology. RSS is an XML-based format 
that allows the sharing of Web site content. RSS feeds give frequent users of Web 
sites a streamlined and efficient mechanism for tracking updates without making 
individual visits to dozens or hundreds of Web sites. 
RSS is now present on many commercial.Web sites, ranging from news to 
blogs and are also gaining presence on library Web sites as a way to keep library 
users informed of current information. 
RSS is a convenient way to keep the library users up-to-date with new 
content on the library website. Instead of having to click through the various 
sections of the library's site to see what is new, users can have that information 
pushed directly to their computer! RSS has been adopted by many news services 
(The New York Tunes, National Public Radio, The Wall Street Journal, BBC 
News, etc.), blogs, and other commercial sites (WebMD, ESPN, Orbitz, People, 
Salon, Yahoo!, eBay, etc.). 
APPLICATION OF RSS FEEDS IN THE LIBRARIES 
There are various RSS feed applications for libraries. Wusteman lists and 
describes them as: 
• New Acquisitions 
Library Events 
Library Blogs 
Newsgroups (General, University, Library) 
• RSS-based search engines 
• Help for Cataloguing 
• Reference Service 
• List of New Books 
• New Databases 
• Library Instruction 
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Announcements about Workshops and Exhibitions 
Extended Services 
Table of Contents Services 
List of E-joumals 
Web Resource Announcements 
Digital Content 
Selective Dissemination of Information 
Current Awareness Service 
Bibliographic Service 
Bulletin Board Service 
LISFeeds.com, maintained by Blake Carver and Steven M. Cohen, 
aggregates global library related content from hundreds of sites. Most of the feeds 
are in English, but there are also Spanish and German postings. In contrast to RSS, 
LISFeeds contain fewer library feeds and many more individual blogs alongside 
feeds from the American Library Association and OCLC. Many libraries offer an 
all-in-one RSS feed. The content of these feeds covers a variety of topics. 
In a digital environment in which users can manipulate and design 
information tailored to their specific needs, this approach can be too general. 
Increasingly, academic libraries are offering users a menu of RSS feeds to match 
their interests. 
The examples below illusfrate the diversity of electronic resources now 
available to library users and the unique feeds being used to promote them: 
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> Library of congress provide latest RSS feeds for general news from the 
library, library web site update, events of the library, collection preservation, 
digital preservation, music division. It is give latest update for librarian, teacher 
and readers. 
m LIBIIAB.YOFCONOIIXSS 1 ASK A LIMMMAN | | fMOTALC0UECTI0N5 | | UMAMCAIMJOOS | | 1 1 ^ ^ 1 Ootion> 1 
1 1 
RSS & E-MAIL 
1 1 
. 
R S S Feeds a n d E - m a i l S u b s c r i p t i o n s 
News About the L ibrary Del ivered to You 
Categorlec: 
© General News S Collections Preservation © Music Division 
© Site Uodates © CoDvriaht © Journalism 
© Event? © Oia'it^t Preservation © Poetrv 
© For Librarians © Folklife © Science 
© For Teachers © Hisoanic Division © Veterans History 
© Youpg H^^ifBrs ra Leoal © Vif MPl Re^ourc?^ 
G e n e r a l Newrs from t h e L i b r a r y 
> La tes t News S E>' 
A bulletin service of the latest news from the world's preeminent 
reservoir of knowledge^ providing resources to Congress and the 
American people 
l . ibrary Web Site Updates 
> New on the Web 
Updates on new collections^ features, reference materials and other 
services available on the Library's award-winning Web site 
> New W e b c a s t * 
The latest webcasts and podcasts of lectures and events sponsored by 
the Library 
> T h e Wise Guide to loc.gov 
Through little-known facts, the Wise Guide is an inta-oduction to the 
fascinating and useful Web resources available from the Library. 
® Back to Too 
E v e n t s at t h e L.ibrary 
> Upcoming Events 
Listing of the dozens of free concerts, lectures^ exhibitions, symposia, 
films and other special programs offered at the Library on Capitol Hill in 
Washington, D.C. 
For l i b r a r i a n s 
> L ib ra ry of Congress Classi f icat ion W e e k l y Lists 
Listing of new and revised Library of Congress Classification nunnbers 
and captions approved by the weekly editorial meeting of the Policy and 
Standards Division of the Acquisitions and Bibliographic Access 
Directorate 
> L ib ra ry of Congress S u b j e c t Head ings W e e k l y Lists 
Listing of new and revised Library of Congress subject headings 
approved by the weekly editorial meeting of the Policy and Standards 
Division of ^ e Acquisitions and Bibliographic Access Directorate 
& Back to TOP 
For Teach«rs 
> News f o r T e a c h e r s 
Updates on new Web content, professional development opportunities 
and Library programs, events and services of special interest to 
educators 
^ Back to T O P 
Y o u n s Readers 
EKquisi te Corpse A d v e n t u r e 
This adventure story written by America's best writers for young people 
will unfold exclusively on the read.gov website. An illustrated episode 
will debut every two weeks. Get notifications as soon as a new episode 
is available. 
(http://loc.gov/rss/) 
> Ohio University Libraries provides RSS feeds of the latest material acquired 
by the University Library. The feeds are listed subject wise in an alphabetical 
order. 
Ol-ilO 
fU»S Be O t h e r h4o«*ftca 
S « r v k c e « 
O S A Ooftabases 
E D S O O h o s t O a t a b a s s s 
InfoTr«e 
Inoanrta C o n n e c t 
ISI M «^b of Knowl«d9« 
P r o Q u a s t 0 « t a b « « « » 
f^j^jmri F^nrilcc «^nttr>M 
JLih-yi^i^ies 
L i b r a r y B l o 0 « 
ASK A UBMAraAN ^ Ira* I ctMt | phorw I < 
C o l l e c t i o n s | L i te ra ry I n f o 
S e v e r a l O h i o U n i v e r s i t y l i b r a r i a n s m a i n t a i n v v e b l o g s C b l o g s > o f e i t h e r a g e n e r a l 
n a t u r e o r r e l a t i n g t o a r e a s f o r w h i c h t h e y s e r v e a s S u b j e c t L i b r a r i a n s . 
F o r rriGre i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t b l o g s stmA t h e u s e o f R S S f e e d s w.'ith r e s e a r c h 
c l a < : a b a s e s , s e e t h e l i n k s i n t h e l e f t s i d e b a r . 
l - i t > r d r v I M e ^ « 
N e w s BloQ IkXiSksM 
N e w s sir\dk i n f o r m a t i o n f o r :^r\\/or\is v^tio w a n t s t o k e e p u p \ v i t h w h a t ' s n e v ^ 
in t h e L i b r a r i e s - C a t e g o r i e s i n c l u d e : E v e n t s , F r i e n d s o f t h e L i b r a r i e s , 
G e n e r a l , P e o p l e , P o d c a s t s , R e s o u r c e s . S e r v i c e s , N e w L i b r a r y A c q u i s i t i o n s . 
M a i n t a i n e d b y R e f e r e n c e L i b r a r i a n C h a d B o e n i n a e r . 
O t l - i e r G e n e r a l B I O Q S 
F i n d O U t F i r s t Eli^lM 
N e w s t u d e n t i n f o f r o m t h e l i b r a r y , a n d o t h e r p l a c e s . A n d a b o u t O h i o 
u n i v e r s i t y . E s p e c i a l l y U C 1 X 5 s t u f f . M a i n t a i n e d b y R e f e r e n c e L i b r a r i a n 
O U L i b r a r i e s a p Greerti Uliai^ 
A b o u t e f f o r t s b y t h e L i b r a r i e s ' s t a f f t o p r o m o t e g r e e n a n d s u s t a i n a b l e 
p r a c t i c e s in t h e l ibraries, 
8 u t > i e c t : - O r l « r > t : e c l 
"A f o r u m for A f r i c a n issKie^, o n c o u r a g i © t h e u s e o f A f r t c a n a l i b r a r y 
r e s o u r c M S , mnd p r o m o t e a n u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f t h e A f r i c a n c o n t i n e n t , i t s 
p e o p l e s a n d i t s l a n g u a g e . T y p e s o f i n f o r m a t i o n t h a t ^vvitl b e i n c l u d e d h e r e 
A r e nev. / a d d i t i o n s t o t n » A^ffitz^na c o l i s c t i o n , n e w l y p u b l i s h e d m a t a r i a l c o n 
AfricM, b o o k a r i d othre-r r e v i e w s , r<ev*'s i t e m s o n A f r i c a , a n n o u n c e m e n t s 
s u c h a s l i b r a r y w o r k s h o p s , c o n f e r e n c e s . " f s - l a i n t a i n e d b y A f r i c a n s t u d i e s 
s u b j e c t L i b r a r i a n Ai-at^a O ; a w g o n - A n d o h -
A r t B l o o I 
N e > v « a n d i n f o r n t a t i o n f o r s t u d e n t s d o i n g a r t »nci f i l m r e s e a r c h a t O h i o 
u n i v e r s i t y . C a t e g o r i e s i n c l u d e : A r t H i s t o r y , Carjamics, F i l m , O e n e r a l , 
M u m a n a n d C o n s u r v i e r S c i e n c e s , I n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y A r t s , P a i n t i n g , 
S c u l p t u r e , jmr^<S T e w t i l e s . f « 1 a i n t a i n e d b y F i n e A r t s L i b r a r i a n Q a r y Q j r i t h e r -
pusirii*gss B l o g O X 
Ne%vs a n d i n f o r m a t i o n f o r s t u d e n t s d o i n g b u s i n e s s r&s&arctt a t O h i o 
U n i v e r s i t y . C a t e g o r i e s i n c l u d e : B u s i n e s s T o p i c s , C l a s s P r o j e c t s , Comfisny 
I n f o , d a t a b a s e s , c ^ e n e r a t . I n d u s t r y i n f o , a n d R e s o u r c e s . N i a i n t a t o e d b y 
B u s i n e s s »rn:i e c o n o m i c s S u b j e c t L i b r a r i a n c h a d B o e n i n g e r . 
f ^ o m m u n i c a t t o n g B l o o i 
N e ^ ^ s mrti^ i n f o r m a t i o n f o r s t u d e n t s d o i n g c o m m u n i c a t i o n s r e s e a r c h a t 
O h i o U n i v e r s i t y . C a t e g o r i e s i n c l u d e : C o m m u n i c a t i o n S t u d i e s , I n f o r m a t i o n 
a n d T e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n S y s t e n ^ s , J o u r n a l i s m , T e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s , a n d 
V i s u a l C o m m u n i c a t o n . K / l a i n t a i n e d b y J e ^ s i c ^ M a g m a n a n d O i a n a r^ icho |s -
P s ^ i / c h o l o a v BiQQ 
N e w s a n d i n f o r m a t i o n f o r s t u d e n t s d o i n g p s y c h o l o g y r e s e a r c h a t O h i o 
U n i v e r s i t y . C a t e g o r i e s i n c l u d e : LJtir&ry N e v / s , L i b r a r y M o i » v - T o ' s , R e s e a r c h 
& A s s i g n m e n t H e l p , P s y c h o l o g y G e n e r a l I n t e r e s t , a n d F o r F a c u l t y . 
M a i n t a i n e d b y P s y c h o l o g y S u b j e c t L i b r a r i a n A n i t a O r a n t . 
S o u t h e a s t A s i a C o l l e c t i o n B I Q Q 
T h e p u r p o s e o f t h i s b l o g is t o f^romot^ mnct e n h a n c e p u b l i c a c c e s s t o 
O h i o U n i v e r s i t y L i b r a r i e s ' e » < t e n s i v e h o l d i n g s or\ S o u t h e a s t A s i a b y m a k i n g 
fu l l u s e o f a l l t h e l a t e s t a v a i l a b l e t o o l s a n d t e c h n o l o g i e s . S p e c i a l 
e m p h a s i s w i l l b e g i v e n t o i n f o r m i n g s t u d e n t s a n d f a c u l t y a b o u t n e v / 
a c q u i s i t i o n s o n S o u t h e a s t A s i a , i n a d d i t i o n t o p o s t i n g a m o n t h l y 
a c c e s s i o n s l i s t C c i t a t i o n s o n l y > , e v e r y e f f o r t v/i l i b e m a d e t o p r o v i d e a 
b r i e f d e s c r i p t i o n , a n d p e r h a p s s o m e a n a l y s i s , o f a f e w o f t h e m o r e 
i m p o r t a n t t i t l e s h o u s e d i n t h e S o u t h e a s t A s i a C o l l e c t i o n . F s ^ a i n t a i n e d b y 
S o u t h e a s t A s i a S t u d i e s S u b j e c t L i b r a r i a n J e f f S h ^ n e • 
(http://www.library.ohiou.edu/serv/rss,html) 
> University of Alberta provide RSS feeds for lib news, new ejoumals, new 
books by library and subject, education news, law library news, news for 
engineering library. It is provide many ejoumals to RSS feeds. 
Home I Cataloi^ l Databases i Ejoumals i Sid)ject i Services i About Us i Hy Account 
N«w Books in NEOS Libraries 
• New Books by Library 
• New Books by Subject (Call Number) 
New Books by Libraty 
• University of Alberta Libraries 
0 University o^  Alberta Archives • 
0 University of Alberta Bibliographic Services 0 1 
0 University of Alberta Bibliotheque SaintOean I S 
0 University of Alberta Book and Record Depository S I 
0 University of Alberta Bruce Peel Special Collections M 
0 University of Alberta Cameron - Science & Technology • 
0 University of Alberta HT Coutts Education • 
0 University of Alberta Internet • 
0 University of Alberta }A Weir Law M 
0 University of Alberta M Scott Health Sciences M 
0 University of Alberta Mathematics M 
0 University of Alberta Physical Sciences • 
0 University (rf Alberta Rutherford-Humanibes & Social Science I 
0 University of Alberta St Joseph's College 0 1 
0 University all Alberta Winspear Business • 
• NEOS Ubraries 
0 Alberta Government Library • 7th Street Plaza M 
Venion frin^iiw 
iChat 
> Email 
» Phone 
»In-Person 
n AtkA>s TA..^^-^^.^*.* (:k»^>^ «Ki* l^ OAitU't^pJ WW 
(http://www.ua.ac/librarians) 
> National library of New Zealand provide RSS feeds for latest information of 
library news and library blog it also provide feeds for new list of books and electronic 
resources. 
NATIONAL UBRART 
OF NEW ZEALAND 
TEPUNAMATAURANGA 
OAOTEAROA 
rou are here: Home- ' Quicklinks for Librarians 
QuiCklinks for Librarians 
QUICIUNKS 
I • Fw Libranam 
• FofPubfehers 
• For Reieardiers 
I • For School Staff 
S;o) Students 
Latest Library NemgJ 
' August IS fafliiif Histon Woniti (kn \6,2010) 
' MaiBzeai awarded Prefenreij Mam Contradar for 'iationai i . : _ : , taevelooment (Aug 09,2010) 
Cilia McQueen m6 student poets test-dnve our new space in Auckland ()«l 30,2010) 
• T*i)real(tweett hits the big time with Lobstwotica (1 
• Ttie Source: news about digital libraries and iibranr innovations fron around the web fl 
• The Source: news about jiQital l ibr^es and librani innovations from around the web f) 
Bii'fU'B 
JO^^ij^ 
-J—1-? fV 
',i^\mi^-^>- ".**• 
(http://www.natnb.govt.nz/librarians) 
• The University of Tennessee Libraries offers an "Electronic Resources 
News" feed for current information about databases, electronic journals, eBooks, 
and digital images. The Web page created for e-resource news also includes links 
to feeds on more general library topics, such as SciTech and Music and scholarly 
communication. 
• New items added to the catalog 
• New & thai databases 
Current and Upcoming 
• Current exhibits 
• Film Movement Series 
• Studio short courses 
• Writers in the Library 
• AgVetMed Library News 
• Alpha Channel: The Studio 
• Electronic Resources News 
Library Fnends News E i M i ^ 
• Music Library News K l i M 
• Scholarly Communication News 
• SciTech News E f l £ J 
• SciTech News - Chemistry Edition 
WhatisRSS? 
RSS, also known as Really Simple Syndication, is a 
He format used to pubish fi^ equentiy i^dated 
cortert such as blog entries, news headl^ies or 
podcasts, read more... 
(http://www. lib.utk.edu/whatsnew) 
> The University of Oklahoma Libraries makes their LORA (Library Online 
Resources Access) news available via an RSS feed. As new databases and 
electronic content are added, subscribers to the feed will be notified. The entries 
for new electronic resources that are published for RSS readers are concise and 
brief so the users can quickly scan the entries. 
y ik Dniversityy^Oklahoma 
nTTFRlTs 
• • • • .«ASK US 
About Uf 
Refourtef 
Services 
Location; 
Follow Us... 
^niversitv Libraries RSS Feeds 
To use these feeds, just dick on the desired "RSS" links below and paste die resulting page's URL into your 
RSS reader. 
New Electronic Resources 
• New Ebook Titles 
I 
New Titles in Selected Collections 
i New Children's Tides 
I New Govemment Documents 
I New History of Science Titles 
New Titles Shelved by LC Call Number 
(Click on a category name for more feed options) 
IA -Genera l Works 
I B - Philosophy, Psydiology, Religion 
I C - Auxiliary Sciences of History 
I D - History (General) and History of Europe 
IE -His tory : America 
IF-History: America 
1 6 - Geography, Anthropology, Recreation 
I H - S o c i a l Sciences 
|]-Polit ical Science 
I K - U W 
IL-Education 
IM-Music 
IN-Fine Alts 
I P - Language and Literature 
I Q - Science, Mathematics, Computer Science 
IR-Medidne 
Is-Agriculture 
IT-Technology 
lu-Mi l i tary Science 
I V - N a v a l Science 
I Z • Bibliography, Library Science, Information 
Resources 
(http://Iibraries.ou,edu/rss/) 
> The Australian National University provides new title lists of items recently 
catalogued in their Innovative Library system. Not all of the materials, though, are 
print resources. Subscribers to the "New Serial Titles" feed will find many 
individual electronic journals that are being catalogued and added to the library 
collection. 
IP md 
W WSTOJM WiaWl JUitHI* 
linry 
• Catalogue 
: Online resources 
- Visit us 
: For users 
• Ubrary services 
Subject areas 
•Help and training 
: Useful links 
bntMoi i ScNKCf 
: Information 
Services home 
About Information 
Services 
• Quick Help 
1 
Library 
Ubrarv home > Catalogue» 
Remote Login for ANU staff & students 
NewTitles Lists: RSS Feeds 
Hew tiltes foi th« week l e a A«fist 2010 
0 Asia Pacific Western Lanouaae New Books 
0 Asia Pacific Vernacular Lanquaae Ne« Books 
g j Aft and Music He* Books 
1 ^ Lav Ne« Books 
0 Science He* Books 
1 ^ Soc Sd and Humanities Ne* Books 
RSS is a vay of making the Web come to you. A 'feed* is a category of data, 
You need an RSS reader (also called an 'aggregator") to subscribe to RSS feeds and to read them, 
• Help *ith RSS readers / aooreqators 
• Background information about RSS 
(http://anulib.anu.edu.au/epubs/innopacnewbooksrss.html) 
> The Concordia University library provides RSS feeds of the latest material 
acquired by the University Library. The feeds are listed subject wise in an 
alphabetical order. 
About the Libraries 
You are here, library home » ^bCU! ^  news » acquisitions 
New Books by Subject 
These are RSS feeds of the latest material acquired br Concordia University Libraries, To find recent items on a particular topic you can search £ u £ S by WORD or SUBJECT and ther. 
option. Your subject IHirarian may also be of assistance in establishing a list of search terms appropnate to your area of interest. 
Tha fseds >ra lifUd m aleb«l>etlcal drier. You can alia duplav Iha f««d< m Library of Conams Clajiificatmn onter 
Agrio^ture 
Astronomr, Physic* 
W Au%H»»fy Scwnces of »tstorf (ArchasotoQf, Genealogy^ .") 
BiWiagraphT, Library Science, informabon ftescxirces (General) 
BiotcNjy 
Buffding Engineering 
Chemistry, Geology 
Civil Engineering 
Cinema 
Classical Languagai & Unguisttcs 
Con^uter Soenoe 
Creative Art Theraptes 
Oance 
Coeducation 
Electncal ft Co^^)ut«r Engineering 
Environmental Engineering 
b J Finance 
Fine Atis 
O Oenerat WorVs 
b u Geography, Anthropofogyj ftecreatton 
See At«o-. 
How to use RSS 
QHeetm 
History (Genera)) and Htftory of Europe 
History: America 
t a n ^ a o e and Literature 
^ L a H 
Hatnentabcs 
Hechanicaf & Industrial Engmeering 
Modem Languages Si Literature 
MflitJH^y/Naval Science 
O Music (CD, Viny(, Audiocassette) 
Music and Bot^s on Musk: 
Philology & Linguistics 
Philosophy, Aesthetics, Ethics 
0 Philosophy, Psychotogr, ftefigion 
Photography 
Political Saence 
Psychology 
Reftgion 
Soenca 
O Sooal Soencaf (Econcmira^ Commarca, Sdoology^ ...) 
S J Tecfimriogy 
Q Videai and DVDs 
mw.UiitfrmMt1t*Mr t J i w » m e Hwati lufcUr Hi i lHiei i i » i l i M i Htt««««»*a lltt*aM« 
'Concordia 7141 Sharbrooka St, Wait, Maniraal, Quatiac, Canada H4> ut« 
Telephc-s (1) »14-84e-242« art. 77*6 
1400 da Haffonnauva Slvd Waft. Mofttraal, Quabac Canada M3<3 liils 
Teleph,:-.e ( t ) 514-846-2424 a«t 7777 
Alls « Utrtntn fwtfbads 
Concordia Unifarsity LJbrariaf 
(http://library.concordia.ca/about/news/acquisitions/) 
> Thomson Rivers University Library lists RSS feeds provided by online 
databases subscribed by the Library-EBSCO RSS Feeds, PROQUEST RSS Feeds 
and so forth. 
THOMPSON RIVERS W-UNIVERSITY 
Library 
rRULilMaiyHont« •• TIW Libtacy S(*fect Research Guides Home » C<hie^ion Statistics 
E d u c a t i o n S t a t i s t i c s lagt education Caustics 
TRU Library has 3 number of speciaiced sources for finding statistics relating to Education 
Lit9t i^ilMc: Aiitp ?'flh. ?»1f) : imL;tmp:Hhi/iiMcs.tni^iicon<enl4>hp?pM'*1»7 \ SiPiinlMoMtcGtiMc 
fldnwrt Sign In 
Q RSS Upilaf es O SHMtf D t S . 
Ask « Qiaevtfon 
H o r n * i!5iPiintMol>ile Page 
Quick Links 
o TRU Library Catalogue 
o Article Databases and Indexes 
o How Do I .? 
o Ask a Question 
o Online Forms 
o TRU Library Events & 
Workshops Calendar 
C3 Library News 
o Pirate vs. Ninia vs. Ubrarian?! 
o Student Ubrary Accounts 
Eicpiring 
-J Welcome 
Welconw to Itie IHwaiy resources guide for students 
researching statistics related to Education 
The purpose of tnis guide is to highlight some of the 
key resources for conducting library research in this 
discipline 
Resources are arranged t>y category and can be 
accessed t>y selecting from tiie tabs above 
CoiwTierts <0t 
o Aug 7-81h Wiley IntetScience 
planned service disruption 
o Aug. 5<h : Libraiy planned 
service disruption 
O July 2nd - Library Hours 
o May 21 - library hours 
# View Website 
Q View RSS Feed 
Commerts (0) 
IS statistics) Sources - Print 
am 
OECD fdclDook: eciMHMiiic, eflvkomneflldl aiHi social 
statistics - Otgantsation fot Economic Co-operation and 
Development 
Call Number HC 10 034 2008 Reference at KAW " W * ! 
iitore than 160 indfcelors cover a wide range of arear econotny, 
•iricUlure, education, energy, envtonmem, fccetgn ad, heelh and 
cuMMy of He, Industry, mforrMtion and comnurKalions. 
pafMMior\M>otr force, trade arid mvestmerl, taxflfem, pubfec 
exiienditire and RaD For eoch InAialor, there ij a two-page spread A 
dynsKiic trk (SlaHJnit) is provvled lot each table, whicti dreds the user 
to a web page wMre tlie cotrespoixing data are svsMale m Excelttloniiet, 
!9 - - . * 
Cover Image 
Unavailible 
Higliliulits ffoiii E(liic<itioii <)t d ykmce - Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
Call Number LB 2846 £2472 2009 Reference at KAM 
Tills voltme provides key Ng^iigM* on educaHon today from OECCs 
"Education al a Oiance' (svaleMe for download) 
E(liK<itio<i iiMlktDois ill Caii<i<k): liaiitftook(or tlie Report of tlie Pan-CdiMtidii 
Eikicitioii liitliciitofs Piogi<iia 2007 - Council of Ministers of Education (Canada) 
Call Number 81-582/1 iOOSOov-Ooc or Electronic Documental: KM* 
Provides data in five broad indcalor te)»r. 
• A pottrat of the school-age txipulelion 
• Fnanong educsKm systems 
• Semetitary tni scccrriary education 
• Postsecondary education 
• Treraiions and otjtcotnes 
Cotfiinents (0) 
(http://libguides.tm.ca/content.php?pid=4107) 
> The Lincoln University Library provided RSS feeds for General 
news/University news, library news and announcements. These libraries provided 
the feeds for latest additions to their institutional repositories. 
Uncotn Univtrsitir Library Website mrLincoln Staff m;Lincoln Student Student Learning LUCAS mrP.ec 
Website Centre 
Ntu mai, Haere mai - Welcome to the Library 
iearch/Find 
Catalogue 
find books, DVDs... 
Databases 
find articles, stats... 
Electronic Serials 
Subject Guides 
Quick Reference 
Internet Search 
Other Libraries 
more... 
Borrowing 
Interioans 
IZone 
Learning & Development 
Printing & Copying 
Research Archive 
Restriaed Loan 
Theses 
more... 
Colleaions 
Liaison 
Library News 
Ubran/Staff 
Maps of Library 
Opening Hours 
Policies 
Records Management 
more... 
Undergraduates 
Postgraduates 
Distance Students 
Staff 
Alumni and Visitors 
Styles 
EndNote 
Quick links 
• My Details:Loans/Holds 
»Renew My Loans 
• Restriaed Loan search 
»Study Room Bookings 
• Interioan Request form 
»Exam Papers 
• Contan us / Forms 
Databases MultlSearcti 
find articles, books, more 
APA Style Referencing 6th Edition 
From semester 2 the latest changes to APA style will be reflected In the library's more... 
EndNote and Windows 7 update 
Users of the new windows 7 operating system will need to run EndNote (for the first time only) from the 
Start Menu before the EndNote tab will more... 
General Search 
1E 
About MultiSearch 
Featured new books of the week 
m Potato : a history of the propitious 
mk esculent by John Reader 
- (Yale university Press, 2009) 
Database trials currently available 
more Library news... 
Catalogue Search 
find books, DVDs, more 
Genetic analysis : a histon/ of genetic 
thinking by Raphael Falk 
I -ambridge University Press, 2009) 
New Items in our Colleaion | RSS feeds 0 
New Items in the Research Archive Q 
(http://library.lincoln.ac.nz/) 
I Keywords 
Full Search options 
> An RSS feed will notify individuals when a new paper has been placed into 
the "e-scholarship" institutional repository hosted by the California Digital 
Library. The repository is a free, open access tool that allows the public the 
opportunity to read the scholarly output of the departments, centres, and research 
units throughout the University of California System. 
UniveriilY o< Caiiforni« QCDL 
Aiigu(t30,2010 
StaffDirectoiy CortadCDL Report a ProMem SystemStatus 
Search 
AboulCOL Senices and Projects Inrorniation Gateways Commitees and Groups NewsandMedia 
COL Home > News and Medn 
News and Medid 
CDUNFONews 
Press Center 
Publications 
News and Media 
U M News from COUNFO 
S /^!T')in(ig!il('&il? 
S How to Develop Your Career without Breakinn the 
Bank 
S Mv ILL Requests - New I j o k and Feel 
CBLfifitlMW 
U. of California and Nature Publishing Orouo Mend 
Fences. The Chronicle of Higher Education, August 26, 
2010 
IMLS Awards National Leadership Planning Grants. 
Library Journal, August 2,2010 
An Emergent Micro-Services Approach to Digital Curalion 
Infirastrudure. by Stephen Abrams, John Kunze, David Loy, 
The International Journal of Digital Curation (Issue 1, 
Volume 5), July 7,2010 
Press Releases (Tom our Press CMler 
DataCile: UC Provides Long Term Public Visibility 
and Access to Research Data 
Uncovering California's Environmental 
Collections 
DataONE to Deal with Data Detuoe 
2008 Annual Report IPDFl 
\Jnms\ti of California Shared Image Collections: 
Convergence and Expansion IPDFl 
I jca l . Sustainable, and Organic Publishing: A Libraiv-
Ptess Collaboration atttie University of Calitbmia IPOn 
PreseivationisNotaPlacePDn 
(http://www.cdlib.org/news/) 
> The University of Maryland, Baltimore County extends the traditional 
notion of library electronic resources by offering an RSS feed for their streaming 
media collection. 
r^x UN I VERS ITY OF 
ALUMNI BUSINESS GOVERNMENT INDUSTRY CURRENT STUDENTS PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF FAMILIES PARENTS VISITORS P/EDIA 
IS Rise in 
Top 10 of Kiplinger's 
efsonal Finance Rankings 
Wedne$4by. August 18.2010 
Moonlight YogaM 
more information* 
Thursday. August 26.2010 
CTE Graduate TA Orientation 
more information > 
TlMSday. August 26.2010 
Veterans - Welcome to the Universitir 
more information} 
FtNtay. August 27.2010 
U M P Uin^fln Tf'it^Mfw Ckt\tinrA OAAAWK AM 
Discover Maryland 
UM Budget CeiMral 
PiesideiilHlSetrcl) 
Canpus DriM PIM 
AlMuttheUnimcity 
Academkt 
Adminittialien 
Admis«ion» 
Alumni 
Alt* 
AtMetkt 
Cilend«t 
CunpucLife 
CamputMap* 
Mie«tion* 
Medofie* 
NMisJIy 
Emeigencic* 
Employinenl 
EventMe«ting Venue* 
GwingtoUM 
Ubrvie* 
HOT TOPICS 
• U M Advances Among World's Top KX) Universities 
Maryland (uilher cemented its status as one of the world's lop research 
universities and its place among the top U.S. public universities with the release 
of two long-time barometers of academic success: the Academic Ranking of 
World Universities (ARWU) and U.S. News & World Report's list of America's 
Top Colleges 
I Wallace D. Loh Appointed President of University of Maryland, 
College Park 
Clifford M Kendall, chair of the Universily System of Maryland (USM) Board of 
Regents, today announced the appointment of Wallace D Loh as president of 
the Unlversily of Maryland, College Park (UMD) Loh is currently executive vice 
president and provost of The University of Iowa His appointment as president of 
the Universlttf of Maryland, USM's flagship insMution, is effective November 1, 
2010, 
Message to Campus Community from Dr. Mote about Flooding 
in Pakistan 
By now we have all seen the wrenching images of flooding in Pakistan 
According to press reports, Pakistani officials estimate that 20 million people, or 
one-tenth of the population, have been affected by the flooding, and one-fifth of 
the country remains Hooded. 
between the columns 
blogs, tviikis, wikis 
campus calendars 
campus email 
directories 
ELMS (Blackboard) 
D facebook 
•• flickrUM 
free stuff @UM 
iTunes U 
libraries 
myspace 
Q rss feeds 
terp magazine 
c twitter 
umt* 
• UMyoutube 
wmuc 8? 1 
MyUMLagIn 
GREAT 
EMCTATIOIIS 
(http://www.und.edu/) 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill highlights its digital collection, 
"Documenting the American South," through a unique RSS feed. Subscribers will learn 
about additions to the southern history collection, which includes primary sources such as 
diaries, letters, oral history interviews, and books. 
Q SILS News 
SILS welcomes April Hutchinson 
The Sctiool of Information and Library 
Science is pleaMd to welcome... 
SILS Closed for Labor Day 
Ihe School of Mormation and Library 
SderKe wil be dosed Monday... 
S I IS alumna. Rose T. Dawson, receives 
Distinouished Service Library Award 
Rose T. Dawson, SILS alumna 
(MSLS '86) and director of the... 
more news... 
Connect with SILS 
At SILS, we love to interact. We use social 
media to augment the way we connect 
with our community. Please visit our 
social media hub and add your voice to 
the conversation! 
^ a •• YN(|g Q 
SILS Events H 
Louis Round Wilson Distinguished 
Professor Celebration 
IVkMis Sep 17 2010 - 2:00pm - 4.30pm 
WlMrc: Pleasants Family Room, Wilson Library 
Science Storvtellino with Or. Brian 
Sturm 
Wttm: Sep 25 2010 - 2rl5pm - 3:00pm 
WlMr«: Science Stage - Horehead Pfanetanum 
"If we did not have libraries, would 
anyone invent them?" topic of the Lucile 
K. Henderson Lecture 
WlMH-. Oct 5 2010 - 3:00pm - 4:30pm 
Wl««r«: Grand Ballroom of the George Watts 
Hill Alumni Center 
more events... 
Sdiool of Informition •nd Library SiSence. Univerjity of North Carotna at Chapel Hit 
216 Lenor Ofive • CB #3360 • 100 Mannng Hal, Chapel HI, NC 27599-3360 
(919) 962-8366 • Fan: (919) 962-6071 • mfoete.unc.edu 
(http://sils.unc.edu/) 
.-<. Contact Us 
Copyright 2010 Univeniy of Noith Carolina at Chapel H« 
SteMap 
• ^ ^ ' 
> IIT Delhi (Central Library) provides RSS feeds for Uhrafy-'XiMiSi^ef^ents, 
and e-resources for INDEST/AICTE consortium users. 
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi 
j sin, 3^1^ 30, 2010. 
ist of Feeds Available 
-> RSSHofiMt 
How to View Feeds 
UA 
What*f new at I IT Delhi 
http://www.iitd.ac.in/rsj/iitdfeeds_new.xnil 
Short Term Courses 
http ://www .iitd .acin/rss/iitdf eeds_scour$es .xml 
Conference/ Workshops, Symposiums 
http://www.iitd,ac.in/r$s/iitdfeeds_conf,xml 
Situation Vacant 
http .//www .iitd .ac,in/rss/1itdf ecds_vacanqf .xml 
Central Library 
http.//www.iitd.ac.ir»/rss/iitdfeed$_library.xml 
To view the I IT Delhi feed in your RSS FeedReaden 
• Copy the URL specified for each feed available. 
• Paste the URL into your reader. 
IIT BUI u+THi<iin i v^nun st f t i * | o^a sir<ift<»if arfpitim ip-cA*iatt | arsTjjrifr JJ^JWI uiTtd j i t t i ^H 
• ^ r r r - r r • • H""?' :• v:vi.: TT^j^ iT 
(http://www.iitd.ac.in/rss/) 
> IIT Bombay (Central Library) provides RSS feeds for new arrivals, 
subscription list, and exhibition of the library for all users of the library. 
Library Services 
Journals 
e-Resources 
Digital Library 
Downloads 
OPAC Search 
Archives 
Site Search 
Ask the Librarian 
Central Library occupies a place of pride in IIT Bombay and is an essential 
component of the institute's outstanding research and education mission. It 
is a most lively place on the campus providing a safe, comfortable and 
friendly environment that enables learning and advancement of knowledge, 
and promotes discovery and scholarship. The mission of the Central 
Library is to facilitate creation of new knowledge through 
acquisition, organization and dissemination of knowledge 
resources and providing for value added services. 
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TtK Central Ubrary began its existence in 1951. Since then, it has grown in size and content along with the Indian Institute of 
Technologv to take the present shape. Al these years, it has been the life-fine for Ihe academic activity of the institute. At present, 
it stands as a modem library with a lot of automation and as the largest of the seven irr s in terms of the number of books md 
journals. 
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> Vikram Sarabhai Library (IIM Ahmadabad) provide RSS feeds for new 
arrival, library events, exhibition, list of new books, news update and eresources. 
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The Vikram Sarabhai Library is an invaluable resource for students, 
researchers and faculties of business and management. The library has 
over the years built a robust collection ofover 1.70365 books, 42,004 
bound volumes, 527 cunent subscription to journals and news papers, 
2191 vrtirking papers, and many other resources like thesis (260). 
student's project reports (1709), CDs (1687) and videos (128). 
The library, spread over 20,120 sq. ft., also provides access to the best 
of business and management related digital resources through its 
subscription to various databases consisting of scholarly and industry 
relevant content. The library has set up 3i (Information Infrastnjcture for 
Institution) network to provide business, industry, environment, 
agricultural and economic information to the users. 
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> CAEPHT Library (College of Agriculture Engineering & Post Harvest 
Technology) provides RSS feeds for all latest update in the library latest news, new 
acquisition, and library events. 
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CAEPHT Library, one of the important central facilities of 
the College, currently has 4500 volumes, including 
textbooks, reference books, encyclopaedias and non-
book material such as CD-ROMs, audio tapes. The 
Library also subscribes to about 24 current periodicals. 
All operations of the Library are automated with the help 
of an integrated library software package (LibSys). The 
database for the entire collection has been created and 
available through On-Line Public Access Catalogue 
(OPAC) to the users via campus network. 
The mission of CAEPHT Library is to facilitate creation of new knowledge through acquisition, organization 
and dissemination of knowledge resources and providing for value added services. 
CAEPHT Library being a member of DELNET (Developing Library Network), provides online access to Union 
Catalogue of Books. Union List of current Periodicals, Database of Theses and Dissertations, MEDUNE & 
other databases of NLM, U.S. Patents: Full Text and Engineering & Technology E-Journals. 
Circulation:(top) 
(http://www.caepht.emet.in/library,htm) 
Here are some other libraries who offer RSS feeds: 
1. Georgia State University Library 
2. Lunar and Planetary Institute, Centre for Information and Research Services 
3. Minneapolis Public Library 
4. Northwestern University Library 
5. Rowland Institute at Harvard Library 
6. Suburban Library System 
7. University ofWindsor,Leddy Library 
8. National Diet Library, Japan 
9. Russian State Library 
lO.Hamline Law Library 
ll.University of Virginia Libraries 
ll.Caltech Library Services 
13.University of Technology, Sydney 
14.RMIT University, Australia 
15. Stanford University 
16.Auckland University of Technology, New Zeeland 
17.Helsinki City Library 
18.Alabama University Library 
19.UM Health Sciences Library 
20.Hennepin Country Library 
21.Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
22.National Library Board, Singapore 
23.Harvard University 
24.The New York Public Library 
25.University of Nevada, Reno 
26.Lloyed Minister Public Library 
27.HKUST Library 
28.Loudon Country Public Library 
29.LANL Research Library 
30.Primary Care Electronic Library 
31.University of Arizona Library 
32.UNBF Libraries 
33.Minneapolis Public Library 
34.University of Toronto Libraries 
35.Northwestem University 
36. University of Michigan 
37.Flinders University Library 
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38.Bubbles Digital Library 
39.The National Science Digital Library 
40.Digital Morphology at the University of Texas 
41.Digital Library of Information Science and Technology 
42.The Hong Kong University of Science & Technology Library 
43.Library and Learning Centre (University of Dundee) 
44 James A. Gibson Library 
45.Boston College University Libraries 
Many libraries and other units on campus, particularly those involved in 
distance or online learning, are beginning to build collections of commercially 
available streaming content to replace physical videocassettes and DVDs. Users 
will also discover a wealth of locally created lectures, films, and music 
performances that can be linked through the RSS feed and viewed freely when the 
university holds the permissions. 
RSS TECHNOLOGY AND TOOLS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT FEEDS 
FROM LIBRARY WEB SITES 
There are many fine Web sites, guides, and articles available that describe 
the technical processes for libraries to create and publish RSS feeds. Gerry 
McKieman's RSS site has an extensive bibliography available that includes 
primers and tutorials for content publishers (libraries) and Web or technology staff. 
A library's first step in implementing an RSS feed is to decide on the version of 
RSS that is to be used for publishing content. Currently, there is no standard for 
RSS, and there are several versions that are widely used. Most RSS readers will 
accommodate and support feeds from all of the available versions (RSS 0.91, RSS 
1.0, and RSS 2.0). Then the library creates a description of the content it wants to 
publicize or distribute in an XML-based format. Many content providers register 
their RSS with a directory such as SyndicS (http://www.syndic8.com/). Most 
libraries will find it sufficient to provide a link or multiple links on their Web sites 
that users can click on to add to their selected aggregator for collecting and reading 
feeds. 
For additional help to create a usable and effective RSS feed, Paul Miller's 
article in Ariadne, "Syndicated content, it's more than just some file formats," 
presents a wonderful list of guidelines for good practice in the use of RSS. Ken 
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Vamum, a librarian at Tufts University, is the author of RSS4Lib. It is a weblog of 
innovative ways libraries use RSS. 
Libraries that have well-organized Web sites and that already have added "What's 
New" or "Update" sections to their pages will be able to migrate their work quite 
easily over to an RSS feed. The technologies are already in place and widely used, 
and there are many good examples to draw upon. The tutorials, manuals, and 
books available on the topic should help any staff member familiar enough with 
technology to participate in Web site development and to take the next step to 
market the library's resources. 
LIBRARIES CAN USE RSS FEEDS IN A VARIETY OF WAVES AS 
LISTED BELOW: 
1. Announce the availability of new books and materials in a given subject 
area: 
New books in Wireless communication, mobile computing, computer 
security and computer networks in this example, Drexel's Engineering Resources 
blog announces availability of books in certain subject areas. Faculty and students 
subscribing to the feed can keep current with new book arrivals in the library. 
Australian National University provides RSS feeds of new books catalogued 
through its hinnopac cataloguing system. It is envisioned that online cataloguing 
systems such as Innovative Interfaces will soon provide feeds of new titles 
catalogued based on user search queries. This is currently under discussion on the 
Innovative Users Group discussion list. 
2. Announce the availability of new electronic resources: 
The Lupton Library of the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga provides 
feeds of new electronic databases added to its collection. RSS feeds URL 
Automated Updates of New Databases to receive updates of new databases in any 
feedreader or in bloglines. Drexel's Engineering Resource blog announces new 
databases and electronic journals as they are added in the collection. Two New 
IEEE journals activated and TPSX Materials Properties Database from NASA for 
example. Since Engineering Resources blog provides RSS feeds of new items, 
faculty and students can keep up to date with availability of new resources. 
Drexel's Physics, Math and Bioscience blogs provide news, events and resources 
from the Drexel University Libraries relating to these important science subject 
areas. MIT Libraries News provides subject/topic based feeds for areas such as 
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DSpace, Engineering, Science and Scholarly Communication. Telford Science 
Library's Science Library Updates provides useful informational updates in areas 
such as Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 
3. Promote events organized in the library to faculty and students 
Academic library blogs and their feeds can play an important role in 
promoting various library related events to faculty and students. RSS feeds can 
enhance any academic library's outreach mission to make their users aware of new 
resources, events and other important announcements. The Engineering Resources 
blog timely announced the speaker events at Scholarly Communication Speaker 
Series: "Scholarly Publishing and Open Access: Players and Payers" and at 
Scholarly Communications Speaker Series: Is There a Need for Resource Sharing 
in an Age of Open Access. The University Libraries also conducted several 
workshops on teaching Refworks (a citation management tool) for faculty and 
students. The workshops were also promoted on the blog through a special 
announcement, Refworks Introduction and Training, In summary, a variety of 
information related to events can be easily promoted through a library's weblog. 
Binghamton University Libraries RSS feed 'Funding our digital future: budgeting 
for libraries and scholarly communication' is another example of event promotion 
on campus. 
4. Enhance Library Instruction for difTerent courses by integrating 
appro|)riate resources 
Engineering Resources blog provided instructional tips for some classes in 
engineering during the fall and winter quarter. Related books and databases for 
BMES212 Body Synthetic Course, Knovel K-News - Tips on using scientific and 
engineering related handbooks, and Biomaterials and Tissue Engineering Research 
for some examples of resources used in the blog. 
5. Announce availability of new research and learning opportunities in 
academic departments' blogs 
Drexel University's Civil, Architectural and Environmental Engineering 
Department's blog provides information on the new research experience for 
undergraduates (REU) site focusing on Engineering Cities. Eh-exel's CoAS E-
leaming blog keeps faculty and students up to date with new developments in 
podcasting and RSS feeds. The Information Ethicist is a newly introduced blog for 
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the INF0679: Information Ethics course taught in the Information Science and 
Technology Department at Drexel. The highlight of this blog is the integrated 
collection of student projects consisting of blogs created as part of the course 
requirement. 
ELECTRONIC RESOURCES FOR LIBRARIES 
More and more libraries have now begun to provide RSS feeds of new books 
catalogued as they arrive in the libraries. They also subscribe to a number of 
electronic databases and electronic journals that provide RSS feeds. In order to 
keep up-to-date with new books or new research, faculty and students will need to 
get familiar with this technology. This will help them to integrate new knowledge 
learned from other sources into their coursework or in the research project that they 
are working on. 
There are major electronic resources that provide RSS feeds: 
1. Example of Electronic databases with RSS feeds: 
• AccessScience 
AccessScience provides online full text access to science reference material from 
the latest edition of the McGraw-Hill Encyclopaedia of Science & Technology. It 
also now provides RSS feeds, however the fiill articles are only available through 
subscribing libraries. 
• Community of Science (CoS) News 
Faculty members, graduate students and advanced undergraduate students in 
academic institutions with research focus in various disciplines such as science, 
business and engineering, need timely updates on fimding opportunities from 
various agencies such as National Science Foundation (NSF). Community of 
Science database is a comprehensive resource that provides access to this crucial 
information. COS Funding News is published each week and includes a sampling 
of new and updated award information from COS Funding Opportunities. COS 
Funding Opportunities is the most comprehensive source of ftmding information 
available on the Web, with more than 22,000 awards from around the worid. COS 
Funding News is now available as an RSS feed. 
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• Ei Compendex/INSPEC on Engineering Village 2 platform 
There are many electronic databases and electronic journals now provide RSS 
feeds. Databases such as Ei Compendex and INSPEC provide RSS feeds of the 
search queries used when searching. Engineering Village2 RSS feed illustrates 
how it was announced on the Engmeering Resource blog for faculty and students at 
Drexel. In Bloglines, an individual account needs to be created so that the RSS 
feeds based on the search query can be added. After searching in the Ei 
Compendex or INSPEC or in both databases, by clicking on the orange RSS icon, 
the corresponding URL can be copied and pasted into Bloglines or in any feed 
reader. While using Bloglines, a separate feedreader is not required. Each week 
when the database is updated any new results matching the search query are 
delivered to the bloglines account. 
• Highwire Press Journals 
All Highwire Press Journals now provide RSS feeds. It requires free registration 
and the list of journal titles with RSS feeds is available under the 'Alerts' section. 
• HubMed (PubMed rewired) 
RSS Feeds including HubMed (pubmed rewired) announced the availability of 
RSS feeds of literature searches in PubMed databases using the search tool called 
HubMed. HubMed is an alternative interface to the PubMed medical literature 
database. Having RSS feeds of searches conducted on PubMed is crucial for 
researchers to keep informed about new information on their research areas and 
does not require them to receive email alerts. Engineering Resources blog 
announced the availability of RSS feeds from PubMed as well. 
• lEEEXplore 
RSS feeds for new issues of all IEEE journals are now available. Each journal title 
listed in IEEE Journals and Magazines has an RSS button that provides the feed 
URL. Each feed will contain the publication's title and table of contents with a link 
to IEEE Xplore. 
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• Knovel 
Knovel is a database of some of the leading engineering reference handbooks, 
databases, and conference proceedings. It provides aggregated engineering and 
applied science data that can be accessed globally utilizing proprietary tabular 
analysis tools. Knovel K-News provides RSS feeds of new content added in its 
collection. 
• Lexis/Nexis Academic Universe 
RSS News feeds from Lexis/Nexis provide updates from various categories such as 
All News, Legal News, Business News, Risk News and General News. 
Engineering students need to keep up-to-date with new products as they become 
available in the market and RSS feeds can be very useful for them. 
• NASA Astrophysics Data System 
NASA Astrophysics Data System, a NASA-funded project which maintains three 
bibliographic databases containing more than 4.6 million records: Astronomy and 
Astrophysics, Physics, and ArXiv e-prints, provide RSS feeds. 
• OSTI (Office of the Scientific and Technical information of the U.S. 
Department of Energy) 
OSTI provides access to DOE research databases such as Information Bridge, 
Energy Science and Technology Software and Science. It also provides tools to 
explore significant DOE discoveries, learn about DOE Nobel Prize Winners, 
access and search e-prints, sign up for alerts, find science conference papers and 
proceedings, and connect with national laboratory education sites. OSTI's 
available RSS feeds provide information on how to get news, announcements, and 
product or service updates. 
• Proquest 
According to the site Proquest RSS feeds, "Proquest is one of the first aggregators 
to utilize RSS feeds. It is an easy way for customers to create valuable, in-context 
links to their Proquest subscription content. This enables customers to enhance 
services to their users by integrating the latest articles in a particular field into the 
corresponding e-resources page on their library website." 
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RSS feeds from Proquest's Dissertations & Theses database RSS feeds are 
available based on Proquest's predetermined search queries based on certain 
categories listed in the web site 'Dissertations &Theses'. Some of the categories 
are: Education, Engineering, Physics, and Sociology. Once the URL corresponding 
to a particular search, for example, 'Electronics 8L Electrical' within the 
'Engineering' category, is added to the feedreader or bloglines account, anytime a 
dissertation or thesis is added to the Proquest Dissertations & Theses database that 
matches that particular subject term, a feed with the new dissertation information 
will be received in the feedreader or the bloglines account. 
• Refworks 
Refvvorks has incorporated a RSS feedreader to allow linking to desired RSS feeds 
and import data from those feeds directly into Refworks. The RSS Feeds page can 
be accessed from the Search area of Refworks. Users can create their own personal 
database by importing references from online databases. They can use these 
references in writing their papers and automatically format the paper and the 
bibliography m styles such as APA, IEEE or MLA. As a web-based product, 
Refworks is available to users across various platforms including Windows, Mac, 
Unix, etc. There is an online tutorial available at Refworks Tutorial. 
• USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) 
USGS provides reliable scientific information to describe and understand the 
Earth, minimize loss of life and property from natural disasters, manage water, 
biological, energy, and mineral resources, and enhance and protect our quality of 
life. Many academic libraries supporting programs in Geology and Earth Sciences 
can direct several useftil RSS feeds from USGS to their students. Available feeds 
include: USGS Newsroom, Earthquakes, and Volcanoes. 
2. Example of electronic journal with RSS feeds: 
Tables of contents from variety of journals such as Nature, Nature 
Biotechnology, Nature Materials and those from the Institute of Physics can be 
fracked using this new technology. A complete listing of all RSS feeds from 
Nature titles is available at Nature Newsfeed. Science Online RSS feeds provides 
Table of Contents of the current issue. News Summary, This week in Science, 
ScienceNOW, and NetWatchthe Best of the Web in Science. The use of RSS feeds 
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alleviates the need for researchers to subscribe to email alerts since they are able to 
view new information from their choice of RSS feeds as one portal. A proceeding 
of the National Academy of Sciences provides different RSS feeds for the early 
edition, current issue and for the recent issues. Springer RSS feeds provides links 
to the complete Springer collection of available RSS feeds by various subject 
areas. IngentaConnect, which specializes in online journals in a wide variety of 
subject areas, provides RSS feeds from several journal titles. Users can sign up for 
feeds of the new journal issues of their choice, which on receiving shows the latest 
issue numbers and dates with a link to the frill table of contents. BMJ Journals 
provides RSS feed icons on their journal home pages. IEEE Xplore now provides 
RSS feeds of all new journal issues as they become available. Each feed will 
contain the publication's title, brief description, and link to the table of contents in 
IEEE Xplore. IEEE Computer Society offers the availability of the latest 
magazines and transactions content through RSS feeds which automatically deliver 
new abstracts. The American Chemical Society (ACS) offers feeds in RSS format 
for the Articles ASAP and the complete Tables of Contents of all of its journals. 
Journal of applied Physics provides RSS feeds by different topics covered in tlie 
journal. University of Wisconsin - Madison's Ebling library has compiled a list of 
biomedical and health sciences electronic journals with available RSS Feeds. 
University of Saskatchewan Library also has created a list of elecfronic journals 
with RSS feeds. University of Chicago Press Journals provides RSS feeds of 
several journals covering different subject areas such as business, philosophy, 
religion, art, science and several others. Royal Society of Chemistry now provides 
advance article feeds of 22 journals such as Lab on a Chip, Annual Reports, A: 
Inorganic Chemistry and Annual Reports, B: Organic Chemistry. Various medical 
journals such as JAMA, Archives of Plastic Surgery, Archives of Internal 
Medicine, and many other archival journals provide RSS feeds of the latest tables 
of contents of their new journal issues as they become available. JAMA&Archives 
provides a listing of each journal title that provides RSS feeds. Other journals such 
as Chemical Informatics, the Economist, Oxford Art Journal, and the American Art 
also provide RSS feeds of new articles. 
POSSIBILITY FOR OTHER RSS SITES (PUBLISHERS, JOURNAL 
AGGREGATORS) 
Researchers will also discover that RSS feeds are now available from many 
publishers and content aggregators to provide customized information based on a 
user's research or topical interests. Just as in the recent past when libraries 
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provided Table of Contents alert services (TOCs), RSS feeds can expand the 
research services available to the individual. 
At the same time that libraries promote new electronic resources via their 
feeds, they can also inform users that direct feeds may be available from the 
publisher or aggregator site with additional customization alternatives. 
RSS feeds to quickly scan contents from dozens of Web sites to select 
appropriate content for assignments. The point is made that "running searches on 
Google or Yahoo J will bring back so many irrelevant sources." Using RSS, users 
can pre-select trusted content sites and add them to their aggregated sources so that 
they don't have to spend more time evaluating accuracy, relevancy, or credibility 
of the source material. Several content providers and aggregators provide users 
with RSS feed options. EBSCOhost offers an RSS feed service for users who setup 
profiles for journal TOC alerts and for the results of saved searches. Users can 
control the frequency of the search to be run against the EBSCO databases (daily, 
weekly, monthly). The results of database searches can be refined to include only 
the most recent articles or articles published within specific timeframes. Project 
Muse offers feeds for latest journal issues, news, updates, and title additions to the 
Muse collections. Subscribers will have direct access to the full-text articles from 
the RSS feeds. Sage Publishers uses RSS feeds to provide alerting services for 
table of contents, keyword, author, and citation alerts. 
Science publishers from the for-profit, society, and open access comutnunities 
have had quick uptake of RSS feeds and are adding rich metadata to their 
notifications. Nature Publishing not only covers its journal content via feeds, but 
makes job openings and scientific news announcements available. The American 
Chemical Society has feeds that let users know immediately when an article is 
posted to the Web, which eliminates the wait traditionally tied to the publication of 
a journal issue. 
Libraries can combine tlieir announcements of new electronic resources with 
information about feeds directly available from the provider of the electronic 
resource. This powerful combination offers users a direct connection to quality 
resources without having to search through Web sites or endure static descriptions 
or lengthy tutorials. For example, the Engineering Resources Blog from the Drexel 
University Libraries offers an RSS feed to keep users informed of new print and 
electronic resources for engineering and biomedical engineering. The 
announcements of newly available resources also include information about feeds 
available directly from the resource provider. 
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RSS USES AND FUNCTION 
Without RSS, users must check needed sites daily for updates. An RSS feed 
can check sites using an RSS aggregator. Since RSS data is small and fast-loading, 
it can easily be used with services like cell phones or PDAs. RSS uses XML to 
distribute web content from one web site to many other sites. RSS feeds are RDF-
compliant, and RSS files contain metadata that describes the content. 
A website that wants to allow other sites to publish some of its contents, 
create an RSS document and register the document with RSS publisher. Syndicated 
data can contain data like news, event listings, news stories, headlines, project 
updates etc. The special XML-format file that makes up an RSS feed is usually 
created in variety of ways. News sites and blogs are maintained using content 
management systems that often create RSS feeds as they are updated. 
RSS is useful for websites that are updated frequently such as those of news 
sites, corporations, calendars, database producers, and libraries. 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR LIBRARIES 
Libraries should consider whether the information contained in a feed meets 
the needs of the user, and whether obtaining the information via a feed from the 
publisher will help to compact and provide focused information to users. Not all 
information is offered through a feed. It may be necessary to subscribe to the 
resource in order for the feed to be useful. Feeds should be updated frequently and 
expiration dates should be considered. 
LIBRARY INFORMATION 
While many campus environments have been making extensive use of 
computer systems for years, it is only fairly recently that data withm these systems 
has become available for use across technical and bureaucratic boundaries. The 
electronic plumbing provided by the use of standard protocols (HTTP and SOAP) 
and syntax (XML) offers new opportunities to link data from disparate systems and 
offer users views of these data cantered more on their common usage and less on 
the organizational structures behind them. 
While most library systems exploit email to expand service, "mashing up" 
arbitrary information from the library has been considerably more difficult due to 
our inability to work with library data from outside the system. This limits the 
library's ability to deliver its services to online spaces such as web sites and, 
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perhaps more importantly, campus course management systems where the 
possibilities for hi^-impact library interventions are enormous. 
In the last few years, however, library systems such as the online public 
access catalogue (OPAC) and metasearch engines have begun to appear with 
useful programmatic interfaces, enabling more complex use of library data from 
outside the hosting systems. This opens up a v^ ride range of opportunities to take 
library information directly to the users. 
RSS PROVIDE CURRENT AWARENESS SERVICES IN THE LIBRARIES 
Current awareness services alert scholars, researchers, and health care 
practitioners to recently published literature in their fields of specialization. 
Librarians who provide these services use various methods to keep current with 
academic and professional literature. Traditional methods include routing print 
journals, distributing photocopied journal tables of contents, and simply browsing 
professional publications. Newer methods include conducting saved searches in 
preferred databases and creating email table of contents alerts. Each of these 
methods has disadvantages: Routed print material moves slowly, distributing 
photocopies is labour intensive, and browsing material requires extra time and 
active participation. Saved searches involve expert users and continual search 
amendments. Email alerts flood inboxes akeady brimming with unread items. The 
increasing availability of publisher and vendor supplied really simple syndication 
(RSS) feeds provides another option for current awareness services, one that 
addresses many of the problems of traditional means. While RSS is not a new 
technology and feeds have been commonly available for news and blogs for many 
years, journal content providers were slow to follow suit. Moreover, the benefit of 
RSS for journal content in the dispersed digital environment is limited, as the 
identification, location, and management of new journal articles from multiple 
feeds can fiiistrate and overwhelm even the sawiest user. 
While library literature on RSS feeds has been plentiful in recent years, few 
articles discuss services that fully leverage the "push technology" power of RSS. 
The idea of providing a convenient and timesaving service to library users by 
collecting journal feeds and then bundling them into outline processor mark-up 
language (OPML) files categorized by subject has not been developed in the 
literature. 
Librarians at the Ebling Library recognized the challenges pafrons face in 
keeping current with the literature, as well as the potential of new services utilizing 
RSS. While the volume of tables of contents feeds supplied by publishers and 
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vendors have increased markedly, feeds were still not readily recognized by, or 
easily accessible to, Ebling Library's patrons, few of whom reported using RSS as 
a means of staying current with the literature. The use of OPML was well outside 
the mainstream of librarianship, and, even among colleagues who were aware of 
OPML; few had considered how it could be used to easily share groups of feeds 
between users and readers. The value of identifying, collecting, and categorizing 
new journal articles as a service to Ebling Library's clientele became apparent. 
THE RANGE OF CURRENT AWARENESS SERVICES INCLUDES: 
• Journal Table of Contents Alerting 
• Updating Bibliographic Database Searches 
• Citation Alerts 
• News Alerting 
• News of Forthcoming Conferences 
• Blogs 
• New Publications 
• Monitoring Web Page Changes 
• Discussion Lists and Newsgroups 
USE OF RSS FOR LIS EDUCATION AND RESEARCH: 
RSS is also very useful to library and information science education and 
research purpose in the following way: 
L Resource Sharing: Library and information schools can be use social 
bookmarking websites to share quality websites that relate to their area of expertise 
with LIS students. Such as Delicious - http://del.icio.us social book marking 
system can be setup to use as shared bookmarks. 
2. Class Blogs: From elementary schools to university blogs, online journals 
have flourished. Instructors have used blogging as a teaching tool. Helping 
students learn writing and reporting skills while understanding how to use 
technology. Many educational bloggers use RSS as a means to syndicate blog 
posts. 
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3. Podcast Lectures: Podcasts can be used as study guides or even as class 
preview for LIS students contemplating their course selections or choice of 
professors, 
4. Monitor Research: Students involved in cutting edge research projects can 
use RSS to monitor news and search engines for specific keywords by creating 
search feeds. 
5. Professional Development: RSS can be used for remote LIS education. 
Teachers can lose less class time while still staying current on the latest techniques, 
trends and information in their field of expertise. 
6. Job Searches: Professors and teachers can create job search feeds. The RSS 
feed will update each time a position that meets their criteria becomes available. 
7. Collaboration (writely/wiki): Universities in particular actively participate 
in collaborative projects and research. New tools have never made collaboration 
easier. RSS can be used in conjunction with many of the online collaboration tools 
to notify other contributors of changes. 
8. Search Feeds: Students' writing papers or working on research papers on 
specific topics can create search feeds, so that each time that topic is mentioned 
they receive notification in their custom search feed. 
9. Study Guides: Many web sites that are focused on studying. There are feeds 
for "word of the day" or "problem of the day". Students can subscribe to the feed 
and integrate long term studying into their daily routines. 
10. Scholarsfatps: Library science students can monitor high school and college 
scholarship opportunities using RSS feeds. 
11. School News: Library and information science department can use RSS to 
communicate departmental news with their students, announcing staff changes, 
new courses or any other news tfiat is relevant and of interest to the student 
population. 
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12. Student FiBaBcial Aid News: Students and parents can listen to podcasts 
that assist with financial aid, student loans and financial podcasts that tackle 
difficult topics like how to make college more affordable, 
13. Grants: Researchers c£in monitor funding and grant opportunities RSS 
feeds. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The revolutionary innovations of internet technologies have changed the ways 
in which people think, communicate and search current information quickly. 
The technology is similar in concept to the traditional Current Awareness 
Service (CAS) and Selective Dissemination of Information Service (SDI) 
offered by the librarian of yesteryears. Already the technology is used in 
different sectors including libraries. 
The users can get different type of services from libraries at their place, 
over the past decade; libraries have undergone greater change than in any 
previous decade these changes were spurred by new technologies, which 
continue to create new opportunities for libraries and changes to the traditional 
ways that libraries do business. Librarians must be innovative, creative, and 
willing to take risks to try different things in order to provide value-added 
services to their patrons. As RSS becomes more popular as a tool of distribution 
and syndication of information, mpre librarians will learn how to publish their 
own feeds on their Web sites and will explore RSS and new technologies to 
provide state of the art services to their target users. 
RSS is the outcome of the advances in communication, this development 
is going to increase, as RSS provides the facility to communicate in a 
convenient way. The concept of RSS emerged in 1997 and the first version of 
RDF Site Summary (RSS) emerged in 1999. In this time there are at least seven 
different versions and two different formats of RSS that are available. Some of 
these are considered informal specifications, such as RSS 1.0 and RSS 2.0. 
An RSS feed is a page of text surrounded by a lot of coding. In the same 
way that a Web page is a file that uses HTML coding to determine how the page 
is displayed, RSS is a file that uses XML to encode headlines, titles and text so 
that they can be read by an RSS reader. 
In this study we found that RSS feeds are powerful tools for receiving or 
distributing information. Librarians can use them to manage current awareness 
sources more efficiently and to distribute information to their library users. 
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RSS feeds are now available from many publishers and content 
aggregators to provide customized information based on a user's research or 
topical interests. Just as in the recent past when libraries provided Table of 
Contents alert services, RSS feeds can expand the research services available to 
the individual. At the same time that libraries promote new electronic resources 
via their feeds, they can also inform users that direct feeds may be available 
from the publisher or aggregator site with additional customization alternatives. 
RSS feeds are used to quickly scan contents from dozens of Web sites to select 
appropriate contents for assignments. Without RSS, users must check needed 
sites daily for updates. An RSS feed can check sites using an RSS aggregator. 
Since RSS data is small and fast loading, it can easily be used with services like 
cell phones or PDAs. 
The libraries are using RSS application on a large scale, they want to 
provide more and easy accessible services like library blog, new acquisition, list 
of new books, announcements about workshop and exhibition, list of e-joumals, 
library events, cataloguing, reference service, bibliographic service, bulletin 
board service and new data bases. 
The tools of RSS such as online aggregator, desktop aggregator and plug-
in aggregator have great implementation in teaching, learning and in 
communication. 
Due to growth in information, the application of RSS offers libraries a 
great and many opportunities to interact with llieir patrons and vice versa. These 
new web applications provide the means to quickly and easily create valuable 
resources, discover new once, collaborate, keep current, build relationship, and 
promote programs. Through these applications libraries are able to reach out to 
their users and enable them to create, contribute, and connect to the global 
community. 
The Librarian understands the power of RSS. Libr^ans c<Mmect users to 
experts discussions and to communities of practice. RSS tool can be very usefiil 
to provide hbraiy services. LilH-ary science is also as a discipline uses RSS for 
library and information science education and research purpose in the following 
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way: Resource Sharing, Class Blogs, Podcast Lectures, Monitor Research, 
Professional Development, Job Searches, Collaboration, Search Feeds, Study 
Guides, Scholarships, School News, Student Financial Aid News, and Grants. 
It can be easily used to deliver audio content, video content and even 
PowerPoint presentations and PDF files. By adopting good feed practices, LIS 
Professionals can reap the benefits of having an RSS feed. RSS is potentially 
"one of the most in^)ortant developments in the distribution of media content in 
last few years" RSS has become one of the major elements of the Internet, along 
with e-mail and web page. Increasing numbers of information services utilize 
the value of it, and new resources incorporate it into the way that they work 
automatically. 
Towards the end of this study it was realized that personal and 
professional uses of RSS application and tools is the need of the hour. As the 
present fraternity is charged with the responsibility of training the future 
librarians in information technology such that they can distinguish between the 
technologies to be known about, technology to be skilled in and technology to 
be implemented for enhancing library services. We can never overlook the basic 
fact tiiat the libraries are service institutions and all activities library 
professionals undertake are meant to satisfy the users, hence whether RSS or 
an3^hing beyond it, technology will always be a means to that end called user 
satisfaction. 
However it was seen during the course of this study that RSS is more 
popular in libraries outside India. But now it is catch up in Indian libraries. It is 
possible for Indian libraries to apply the tools and techniques of RSS to enhance 
their services, uses and for the distance approach. Thus it is clear that the RSS 
'movement' demands of libraries simply cannot be ignored. The response to 
these challenges is not strai^t forward. RSS developments are compelling and 
necessarily a leap forward. However, all libraries now need to evolve an RSS 
strategy, and follow that strategy skilfolly but thou^folly. Overall, it can be 
said that RSS plays an important role for the development of libraries as well as 
for user development. It makes easy use of library services with the help of 
www or internet. 
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